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A widely applicable computational model of buoyant,
bent-over plumes in realistic atmospheres is constructed.
To do this, the two-dimensional, time-dependent fluid
mechanics equations are numerically integrated, while a
number of important physical approximations serve to keep
the approach at a tractable level. A three-dimensional
picture of a steady state plume is constructed from a se-
quence of time-dependent, two-dimensional plume cross sec-
tions--each cross section of the sequence is spaced pro-
gressively further downwind as it is advected for a pro-
gressively longer time by the prevailing wind. The dyna-
mics of the plume simulations are quite general. The
buoyancy sources in the plume include the sensible heat in
the plume, the latent heat absorbed or released in plume
moisture processes, and the heating of the plume by a
radioactive pollutant in the plume. The atmospheric state
in the simulations is also quite general. Atmospheric
variables are allowed to be functions of height, and the
ambient atmospheric turbulence (also a function of height)
is included in the simulations.
A demonstration of the ability of the model to repro-
duce the solutions to problems that are known is under-
taken. Comparisons to buoyant line-thermal laboratory
experiments show that the model calculates the dynamics of
the fluid motions to an acceptable accuracy. Comparisons
to atmospheric plume rise and dispersion experiments show
that the model can simulate individual plumes more accur-
ately than existing correlations because it calculates the
effect of the atmospheric turbulence and stratification
from first-principles. The comparisons also show that
improvements to the model are likely to be made by more
accurately describing the anisotropic nature of atmospheric
turbulence, and the production of turbulence by the sources
of buoyancy.
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1. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION
1.1 Introduction
With the rapidly increasing burden of air pollution over
recent decades, the engineer's ability to analyze the behavior
of an ever-widening assortment of effluents has not kept up
with the importance of the consequences of the releases. The
reason for this is that the "predictive" models of plume behavior
that are currently available universally suffer from a lack of
extendability. That is, they need to observe the behavior of
an ensemble of the releases that they wish to model before they
can form an accurate picture of the release. The models are
useful only to the extent that an appropriate ensemble of plumes
can be created for study, either as full-scale atmospheric
releases, or as scaled-down laboratory experiments. Inasmuch
as the important turbulent and thermal characteristics of the
atmosphere cannot be simulated in the laboratory, and since
an ensemble of plumes with catastrophic consequences (e.g.,
radioactive plumes from nuclear reactor accidents) may be
impractical to produce, plume modeling has needed to take a
more universal approach.
The purpose of this work is to construct a widely
applicable model of plume behavior in realistic atmospheres.
To do this, a "first principles" approach is adopted. A
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numerical integration of the fluid mechanics equation is
undertaken, while a number of important physical approxim-
ations to the problem serve to keep the approach at a
tractable level. The advantage of the model presented
here is the ability to tackle problems outside of the scope
of existing models without greatly increasing the resources
spent on the analysis.
1.2 Background and Problem Description
1.2.1 Historical Background
Man has produced and observed bent-over buoyant plumes
since the discovery of fire. However, the bent-over plume
did not have any great impact on society until the advent of
large industrial sources near population centers during the
industrial revolution. The number of large industrial sources
has increased steadily with the industrialization of many
countries. In the recent past, the variety of releases from
large industrial sources has increased greatly, and now in-
cludes the potentially more harmful effluents from chemical
refining and combustion processes, nuclear power plants, and
large cooling towers. Also, the steady growth of population
centers almost always dictates that these new sources will
be located in at least moderately populated areas.
Historically, the ability to analyze the effects of
large releases and hence to develop technologies for their
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mitigation has not kept pace with the consequences of the re-
leases. To date, the advances have been quite modest: early
observations during the industrial revolution suggested the use
of tall stacks for lessening the effects of large releases.
The strong influence of the synoptic-scale weather on releases
(first investigated in order to increase the effectiveness of
chemical warfare agents) has largely motivated the Pasquill-
type correlations of plume behavior. The hope of simply re-
ducing the consequences by reducing the amount of effluents
has stimulated an abundance of filtering, scrubbing, and
effluent control technologies. However, increasingly important
releases are certain to occur. A brief review here of the
existing approaches to plume modeling can indicate the most
promising avenue for study.
1.2.2 Characteristics of Bent-Over Buoyant Plumes
The character of the bent-over buoyant plume is central
to all of the available plume models. When an effluent stream
with a given upward momentum and initial buoyancy is released
from a stack into a windy atmosphere, the plume is deflected
downwind. This occurs partly because of pressure forces that
develop around the plume, and partly because the plume entrains
the ambient air, which mixes a lot of downwind momentum into
the plume. The deflection quickly causes the plume to bend
over (usually within about one stack height) and then to be
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carried downstream. The buoyancy of the plume is converted
into kinetic energy, and the plume rises under this action
for a considerable distance downwind. About 20 years ago it
was notedl that the motion of the plume in cross section during
this rise was essentially that of a two-dimensional turbulent
vortex pair. Initially the vortex pair rises and grows with-
out being too dependent upon atmospheric turbulence (although
atmospheric stratification is always important). After the
kinetic energy of the cross-sectional motions has essentially
died out, the plume continues to disperse solely by atmos-
pheric motions. It will be found in the review of plume
models that only the detailed numerical plume models provide
a method that can easily bridge between the regimes where
plume turbulence dominates and where atmospheric turbulence
dominates.
1.2.3 Overview of Plume Models
With regard to the detailed three-dimensional nature of
plume motions, existing models of plume behavior are found
to possess a wide variety of sophistication. The Pasquill-
type models, the entrainment models, and the numerical models
are considered here.
The Pasquill-type models develop a highly idealized
picture of the fluid motions in and around the plume. Pollu-
tants in the plume cross section are assumed to fit Gaussian
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distributions of height and width. In essence, the model
parameters (standard deviations of the Gaussian distributions)
are simply an ad-hoc replica of the experimental results;
as such, the models are unable to predict in cases for which
experiments have not been performed. The wealth of non-
passive effluents and the rich variations in the meteorolog-
ical state of the atmosphere serve to guarantee that cases
outside of the Pasquill-type models will always exist.
The entrainment models develop a much less idealized,
and much more physical picture of the fluid motions in the
plume. In general, the models make use of the very elegant
non-dimensional formulations and similarity relationships
that are central to the theory of homogeneous isotropic
turbulence. Typically the models are successful at analyz-
ing the initial plume behavior, where the self-generated
plume turbulence dominates over the atmospheric turbulence.
The entrainment models are generally able to analyze plumes
only in fairly simple atmospheres when analytical solutions
are sought. But this is not the primary limitation of
entrainment models, since in some cases their solutions
are found on computers. The limitations of the entrainment
models are the condition that the plume self-generated
turbulence is dominant over the atmospheric turbulence,
(which eventually breaks down for all plumes, commonly at
downwind distances for which the solution is still needed)
and the basic entrainment velocity assumption, which cannot
be obtained from fundamental constants and scales in a
straightforward way.
Numerical plume models are capable of developing the
most detailed picture of the fluid motions in the plume. In
general, the models seek to integrate a closed set of Reynolds-
averaged fluid mechanics equations, either in two or three
dimensions. Turbulence leads to a fundamental closure
problem in writing this set of equations, so that each model
will have a collection of closure assumptions that together
form a turbulence model, aside from other assumptions that
are made concerning the plume behavior. Numerical plume
models are becoming capable of analyzing the most detailed
cases, yet they are often limited by the large computing
costs. Aside from the computer costs, the tasks of initial-
izing and validating the problem with fully two- or three-
dimensional data can also quickly become intractable. Until
computer costs are reduced greatly, the most useful numerical
plume models will likely have to be two-dimensional. The
greatest benefit that comes from such models is the wider
range of application of the models, and the ease of extending
them to new cases.
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1.2.4 Scope of the Work
This work constructs a three-dimensional solution of a
steady state plume from a sequence of time-dependent two-
dimensional plume cross sections; each plume cross section
of the sequence being spaced progressively further downwind
as it is advected for a progressively longer time by the
prevailing wind. The two-dimensional cross sections are
simulated with a time-dependent turbulent fluid mechanics
code which integrates the time-averaged equations of contin-
uity, momentum, energy, moisture, and pollutant. The
behavior of an individual plume is modeled in this way until
the height or radius of the plume reaches several hundred
meters, which roughly corresponds to the plume cross section
being tens of kilometers downwind of the source.
The dynamics of the plume simulations are quite general.
The buoyancy sources in the plume encompass the sensible heat
in the plume, the latent heat absorbed or released in plume
moisture processes, and the radioactive decay heating of the
plume by a radioactive pollutant species in the plume.
Buoyancy from chemical reactions could be easily included.
The atmospheric state in the simulations accepts atmospheric
wind, temperature, water vapor, liquid water, background
pollutant, turbulent eddy viscosity, and turbulent kinetic
energy as functions of height. The turbulence is treated
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with the sophisticated second-order closure model of
Stuhmiller 2 , which allows the turbulent recirculation and
entrainment of the plume cross section to be treated in a
very natural way.
The model is validated against the Pasquill model3 and
the entrainment model of Richards4 for idealized cases in
which these models apply, and for several cases from the
LAPPES 5 field data for actual large power plant stacks.
Simulations are obtained for cases outside of the Pasquill
and entrainment models, and while no specific field data
for these cases exists, the behavior of the simulation
agrees with the physical changes imposed on the problems.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review in this work undertakes a broad
survey of plume modeling. In the first section, existing
numerical plume models are discussed, along with the experi-
mental data base that is available for the validation of
these detailed plume models. The first section also includes
the research that has been done on computational and
experimental modeling of two-dimensional line vortex pairs.
It is important to include them since the results of such
work are very easily interpreted in the context of air
pollution problems. In the second section, existing numerical
models of the planetary boundary layer are discussed. Again,
these models are very easily extended to air pollution
problems (with the inclusion of a pollutant transport equation
and pollutant source), so it is important to include them in
the review.
2.1 Numerical Plume Models
A large number of plume models have been developed that
6-8
are available as computer programs. Several recent reviews
have reported dozens of such models, and it is important to
make a distinction regarding them. A majority of the models
employ the Gaussian plume assumption; as such, the computer
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is simply being used to look up and present the standard
handbook calculations, with minor modifications in some
cases. These are not"numerical plume models" in the sense
that the primitive equations are not being integrated to
show the plume development, although computers are being
used. Such models are not considered further here. The
remaining models in the reviews are truly numerical plume
models, and they will be considered next, along with several
models that were reported elsewhere.
2.1.1 Three-Dimensional Models
The most sophisticated numerical plume models to date
have not yet attempted a second-order turbulence closure to
the fully three-dimensional flow field for non-passive pollu-
tants. Some of these features are found in each of the models
discussed here, but not all of them. The notes of Rao9 and
Nappo1 0 discuss the desirable features of three-dimensional
numerical plume models, and provide a good introduction to
future work that may be undertaken.
Donaldson's modelingl has concentrated on a second-order
turbulence closure for a three-dimensional planetary boundary
layer simulation with a passive pollutant. Because the pol-
lutant is passive, and hence does not affect the flow field
or its turbulence, the turbulence closure only addresses PBL
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turbulence, and is independent of the behavior of buoyant
plumes. This is in contrast to the method in this work,
where the second-order closure is "tuned" to the development
of turbulent buoyant plumes, and is largely independent of
PBL turbulence development. Lewellen's modeling begins
with a second-order closure to the passive pollutant transport
equation, and then adopts the PBL flow field and turbulence
from Donaldson's model.ll Only integrations of the pollutant
transport equation are needed in Lewellen's model because
of the adoption of a complete PBL solution. Patankar's
model1 of a deflected turbulent jet in three-dimensions also
uses a second-order closure model, but does not allow for
buoyancy and stratification, although it does allow for non-
isotropic turbulent transports in the vertical and horizontal
directions. A fundamentally different approach to three-
dimensional modeling is found in the Atmospheric Release Ad-
visory Capability (ARAC) system. 1522 A mass-consistent three-
dimensional wind field is interpolated from a small set of
local tower wind measurements and used to predict the advec-
tion of a passive pollutant. Turbulent diffusion is modeled
with a zero equation model, although many other important
features such as rainout, wet and dry deposition, and surface
terrain have been added.
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2.1.2 Two-Dimensional Models
Two two-dimensional numerical plume models have been
found in the literature. Henninger's model23 solves contin-
uity, momentum, energy, and moisture with a less-sophisticated
zero-equation turbulence closure, and with a more sophisticated
treatment of moisture. For plumes in a wind, the model
chooses the mesh alignment shown in Fig. 3.3.2.1b of
Sec. 3.3.2, which is felt to be a less satisfactory choice
than that of the present work. Taft's model24 is much closer
to the model in this work , since it adopts the same mesh
alignment (see Fig. 3.3.2.1c in Sec. 3.3.2). The principal
differences are that Taft's model employs a one-equation tur-
bulence model, uses a more complex moisture model, and does
not make any attempt to describe ambient atmospheric
turbulence.
A number of two-dimensional numerical buoyant thermal
models have evolved in the literature of meteorology, usually
in support of efforts to parameterize the growth of rain
clouds. The models have not been applied to air pollution
directly, but could be easily converted. Lilly's model25
seeks a self-preserving solution for the (dry) buoyant line
thermal, and as such, would only be applicable for the early
plume behavior when plume self-turbulence is dominating.
Johnson's model26 is used to study fog clearing on runways
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with helicopter downwash; while the moisture equations are
more complex than that in this work, the eddy viscosity is
assumed to be constant. Ogura's model27 of rain cloud dev-
elopment also assumes a constant eddy viscosity, while
Arnason's model28 ignores eddy transports altogether. Liu's
model29 employs a stratification of atmospheric turbulence
into two constant eddy viscosity layers. While the treatment
of turbulence in these models is verysimple, it should be
emphasized that these models are focussed on precipitation
modeling, and they are likely to be helpful in the improvement
of the moisture model in this work. A recent review of pre-
cipitation modeling is found in Cotton. 30
2.1.3 Experimental Studies
The field study that the model in this rork is validated
against is the Large Power Plant Effluent Study (LAPPES).
Complete field data for stack plumes from three mine-mouth
coal-fired plants are found in the four volumes of the study:
wind, temperature, and humidity profiles, plant operating
characteristics, and plume SO2 concentration cross sections
are of the most interest in this work. The Chalk Point
Cooling Tower Project (CPCTP)31 is also of interest to this
work since it provides cooling tower plume cross sections, but
plant operating data32 was not available during this work.
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The experimental laboratory studies that this work is
validated against are the papers of Tsang33 and Richards. 4
The experiments study the behavior of two-dimensional line
thermals released in a water tank. The ambient receiving
fluid in the tank is both laminar and unstratified, and the
thermals are fully turbulent.
2.2 Numerical Planetary Boundary Layer Modeling
A three-dimensional numerical model of the planetary
boundary layer has been reported by Deardorff34 36 that
could easily be adapted to local air pollution studies,
although the expense is likely to be prohibitive. The model
solves the complete set of primitive equations (with an
eighteen-equation model of turbulence) in a box that ranges
5 km on a side and 2 km deep. The numerical experiments to
date have compared very favorably with several well-documented
Planetarv boundary laver field studies.
To alv the model to a single source of pollutant, a
sinale mesh cell could be initialized with sources of momen-
tum., heat, moisture, pollutant, and turbulence. To accommodate
this, a pollutant transport equation would have to be added,
and an additional three-equation model of turbulent pollutant
fluxes would need to be developed. Time-dependent or steady-
state releases could be modeled in great detail in this way.
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However, the model currently requires 15 seconds of CPU on
a CDC-7600 to simulate 1 second of flow in the atmosphere.
Also, the specification of boundary conditions on a three-
dimensional mesh with accurate time-dependent micrometeoro-
logical data would require a very elaborate reporting network.
Nonetheless, the model represents a more sophisticated and
potentially more accurate approach than the model in this
work.
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3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Introduction
In order to model buoyant plumes in the atmosphere, the
equation set contained in the VARR-II computer code is rein-
terpreted and expanded. A reinterpretation of the hydrody-
namic variables is necessary in order to satisfactorily ac-
count for the compressible nature of an atmosphere that is at
rest. The euations are expanded in Sec. 3.2.1 to include
the transport of a pollutant and radioactive decay heating
by the pollutant, and in Sec. 3.2.2, where the transport of
water vapor, cloud liquid water, and the energy released or
absorbed during the phase changes of water substance are
considered. Since so many fundamental changes are made here
in reinterpreting the VARR-II equation set, this discussion
of the model development undertakes a derivation of the equa-
tions; for completeness it reiterates the important assump-
tions ontained in the VARR-II code which were developed out-
side of this work.
3.2 Hydrodynamic Model Equation Sets
3.2.1 Equations for Dry Atmospheres
The equations for a dry atmosphere are derived in this
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section. When the potential temperature is simply reinter-
preted as the virtual potential temperature, these equations
are applicable to moist plumes in moist atmospheres if none
of the moisture undergoes a change of phase, and if the tur-
bulent diffusion coefficients of heat and moisture are equal.
A further discussion of virtual potential temperature is found
in Sec. 3.2.2.1.
3.2.1.1 Reference State Decomposition
As a starting point for the model development, consider
the three-dimensional compressible fluid mechanics equations,
where the six primitive variables , , T, and i. are
physically measurable values of the fluctuating pressure,




3a u) aa X - 0gi + 11-i (3.2)at i. ax. ij ax.x1 (3.2)
Energy Eq:
at axT)+ (-j+T) = j +9 T 1 (3 3)
gt+ax Cx. cp t
~ ~ ~ a xj ] j
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Equation of State:
p = pRT (3.4)
These equations have property values , cp, and k, which may
depend upon temperature in general. The energy equation has
neglected the kinetic energy in the fluid motions, and the
equation of state is that for an ideal dry gas.
The variations of temperature, pressure, and density in
a static atmosphere are usually "subtracted out" of these
equations in meteorological analyses by a reference state
decomposition. That is, equations of motion for perturba-
tions about an adiabatic atmosphere are sought by decomposing
the primitive variables as
the value its value in a departure
of a primi- an adiabatic from the




or, in terms of the notation in this work
P _. P + p (3.6)
P + P (3.7)
T - T + T (3.8)
.i - 0 + Ui (3.9)
The state of the dry, adiabatic atmosphere is found by
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making the substitutions Eq. 3.6-Eq. 3.9 into Eq. 3.1-Eq. 3.4,
and setting the time derivatives and the perturbations p, p,
T, and ui to zero. The continuity and energy equations be-
come trivial under this substitution. The momentum equation
becomes the hydrostatic equation:
dPo
dz = Pg (3.10)
The equation of state is simply
po = P Ro (3.11)
The First Law of Thermodynamics for an adiabatic process is
dQ = = cpdTo - dPo /p (3.12)
Dividing by a displacement dz gives
dp dT
dz =o Pocp dz° (3.13)
and substitution of Eq. 3.13 into Eq. 3.10 gives rd, the lapse
rate of the dry adiabatic atmosphere:
dT
T 5 _C/km
rd d 9.76 (3.14)
dz cp
To this point the solution of the adiabatic atmosphere
has been presented. Substituting the reference state decom-
position, Eq. 3.6-Eq. 3.9 into the equations of motion,
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Eq. 3.1-Eq. 3.4, and using the results of the adiabatic at-
mosphere, Eq. 3.10 and Eq. 3.14, gives the equations of motion
for the perturbations:
Continuity Equation
au. o + Ed_ k a2T- 
0~ = - . + = (3.15)
axc POaX Co P- a 
Momentum Equation:
au. 2 au
+. P Uj x.o at + pou = -a x.i Pgi + / a X (3.16)
Energy Equation:
2
aT aT Rd T (3.17)P - + oUj aXjI3 7
Equation of State:
P = T + P + pT (3.18)'
P0 To p0 P T
The fluid perturbations will generally be assumed to
be incompressible in the Boussinesq sense. That is, changes
in fluid density are assumed to be produced only by tempera-
ture changes, and not by pressure fluctuations. Neglecting
the pressure fluctations in the equation of state, and noting
that generally pT<<poTo, the equation of state becomes
P/p0 - -T /T (3.19)
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which is the familiar Boussinesq equation of state. This
equation allows the buoyancy term (-pgi/o) in the momentum
equation (Eq. 3.16) to be similarly approximated. The con-
tinuity equation (Eq. 3.15) becomes that of an incompressible
fluid, assuming that the fluid motions do not rapidly mix
37deep layers of the fluid, e.g., comparing length scales of
velocity and density:
< (3.20)(fi a «X. a.
11
andll that the heat conduction term in Eq. 3.1 is a small
contribution to the divergence. Making these approximations,







au. au. 11 au.1 + u a 1 ap p o 1
+ U jar - g. + x 9(3.22)
ao xPo ;x. I
Energy Eq:




Define the potential temperature, , as
T 10p (3.24)
Differentiating with respect to height finds that the adia-




or that the potential temperature is a constant in an adia-
batic atmosphere. Errors introduced by evaluating density
with 8 instead of T are assumed to be small (this is invest-
igated in Sec. 3.3.4). Neglecting the perturbation p with
respect to p0 in Eq. 3.24, and approximating p as p(0o) in
Eq. 3.22, the use of 8 instead of T in the primitive equa-





9u. u. 9 2u.
1 1 1 9 p p(6)-p() gi + v (3.27)
t j+ D. P(6o) x. P() 
' z p) 3
Energy Eq:
a6+ u a vPr (3.28)
at X. x.
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The utility of the potential temperature formulation
is that strong variations of pressure and density with height
in the hydrostatic approximation of Eq. 3.10 are no longer
present in the primitive equations. Initialization errors to
the hydrostatic state, if included in the primitive equations,
38lead to strong transient fluid motions. The transients are
neatly avoided by this formulation.
To this point the fully three-dimensional fluid mech-
anics equations have been decomposed into an adiabatic ref-
erence state, and a flow field of perturbations about this
state. A number of approximations have simplified the equa-
tions for the perturbations to those of a Boussinesq incom-
pressible flow. The equations need to be ensemble-averaged and
a turbulence closure formulated, and then the set must be
finite-differenced for computer solution.
3.2.1.2 Reynolds Decomposition and Closure
To model the effects of turbulence on the mean flow,
each primitive variable in the equation set is decomposed
into its time-averaged and fluctuating parts as
the value of the its ensemble- any fluctua-
perturbation of averaged + tions about




which is represented here by the decompositions
P -P + P'





P P + P'
U.iu.+ U. 1 ) J
Under this transformation, by selectively ensemble-averaging
and subtracting the equations, and by making use of the con-
tinuity equation, the primitive equations become
Continuity Equations
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ae'I ae a ael a -1 a 2 e,
at j a X i U . U . a (u!G'J = VPr
J ~U Jx 3 x j ax.;i i I Iax
(3.38)
(3.39)
The set of ensemble-averaged equations (i.e., Eq. 3.34,
Eq. 3.36 and Eq. 3.38) suffer from the well-known closure
problem due to the generation of the uU and u!e terms by 
the non-linear advection terms in Eq. 3.27 and Eq. 3.28.
Equations 3.37 and 3.39 may be manipulated to produce transport
equations for these two new variables:
a u.













































































- 2v 1 dissipation
j j term
(3.41)
A discussion of the individual terms noted in Eq. 3.40
and Eq. 3.41 can be found elsewhere.ll These equations were
closed by Stuhmiller2 and the results are listed here for
completeness. In Eq. 3.40, the tendency toward isotropy term
is neglected, because the turbulence is assumed to be homo-
geneous, and the molecular diffusion term is neglected because
the flow is expected to be highly turbulent. The buoyant pro-
duction term is also neglected, mainly in order to see how well
the turbulence model can do without it, since it was neglected
in Stuhmiller's turbulence model. It is found that the
incorporation of this term would probably aid the model in
reproducing the buoyant line-thermal results (see Sec. 5.2.2).
By further making the assumption that the average flow is two-
dimensional in the y-z axes of Fig. 3.1, the following closure
is made for the trace of Eq. 3.40, which is the turbulence
kinetic energy, q, q = TT,
(() 2 av (aw 2 )aw ) -4q2 
Dt = 2 v + (z + +y z) (43q )
Dt+ ay ya z ay a z) 




The flow field of Eqs. 3.42-3.47 is time-dependent and
two-dimensional in the y-z axes. The relationship of the time-












The off-diagonal terms of the Reynolds stress tensor are re-
lated to a scalar eddy viscosity, a, where u!u! = aW + u /,
3 -a xj xi/
and has the following transport equation:
Da _ 2 3/av 2 13v aw2 aw 2
Dt = q \ta- + "a z +a + z)
+ r 3 ay a + a z(g,)
(3.43)
Finally, the turbulent fluxes of heat in Eq. 3.41 are related
to the turbulent momentum fluxes through a reciprocal turbulent
Prandtl number, T'T which is specified along with the three
other turbulence constants a, r, and r1l. With this turbulence
closure, the continuity, momentum, and energy equations become,
in a two-dimensional flow
3 + = (3.44)
a t + (v ) )(VW) + a ( ) (3. 45Tt 3y P(0) y 3y +3y + w-z gz
+w  (vw)+ 32(w2)= -e3w a zw 
-(0) (o) 
a t 3z P(e 0 a z = aa g) ay ) +az (aU--) ( P ( )
(3.46)
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+ v)+ z (ew)= + (Ta ) a t a; a z ''d~- ay az -z (3.47)
With an internal energy variable, I, defined as Ic , equa-
P
tions 3.42-3.47 are solved by the VARR-II code. Additional
pollutant and moisture transport equations are discussed in
the next two sections, and possible modifications to these
equations are discussed in section 6.2.
3.2.1.2 Pollutant Species Transport Equation
A transport equation for a pollutant species density, x
is added to the set of Eqs. 3.42-3.47. The pollutant is
assumed to be a neutrally buoyant, passive species, although
it may be contained in a buoyant stream of effluent. The
assumption that the species is neutrally buoyant could be re-
laxed, but the model is felt to be useful in modeling most
dilute pollutants in its present form. The turbulent diffu-
sion of the pollutant is related to the eddy viscosity of
momentum by a reciprocal turbulent Schmidt number, 7X. The
transport equation may be written down as
substantial derivativej [turbulent transport Vrate of




which is represented here as
a x +3 + a a x) (i) X
i=l
in the notation of Fig. 3.1.
The destruction of X is assumed to be by radioactive
decay into any of N decay channels, so that the rate of des-
truction of X is the product of X and the sum of its radio-
(i)
active decay constants Ax , in Eq. 3.49. This formulation
makes no account of sources of the pollutant species through
decay of radioactive precursors. It also ignores chemical
reactions which could alter the pollutant concentration. How-
ever, the extension of the model to include these effects is
straightforward.
3.2.1.4 Radioactive Decay Heating
The thermal energy released by radioactive decay of the
pollutant is added to the specific internal energy of the fluid.
Pollutants may decay by any one of N different decay channels
with decay constant >(i) and energy Ei). A fraction F(i)
x x
of the energy is deposited within the plume, yielding an
energy release rate of
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BTU-atoms 
= 4.151x1010 MeV-ibm -mole N ¢' )
- radioactive 4 x , xx
PWmolX /X i
(3.50)
where WmolX is the molecular weight of X in bm/lbm-mole.
Daughter radiations have been ignored in this formulation, but
could be included with their own transport equation. Similarly,
alterations of the energy balance caused by chemical reactions
has not been treated in this work, but would be easy to address
in extensions of this work.
3.2.2 Moist Equations
The inclusion of moisture is considered in this section
with the purpose of pointing out the assumptions that allow
the equations to be formulated with the concept of virtual
potential temperature, in addition to two other moisture var-
iables. The assumptions that are made in this section are
important--the moisture model is not meant to be perfectly
general; it is expected to do poorly when these assumptions are
not valid.
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3.2.2.1 Reference State Decomposition
Atmospheric moisture is assumed to be in either the liquid
or vapor phases. The amount of vapor is described by the vapor
density moisture variable, -vap, and the amount of cloud liquid
water is described by the liquid density moisture variable, Pliq'
Transport equations for these two variables are written that
take note of the turbulent transports of vapor and liquid, and
the processes of evaporation and condensation that cause the
interchange of vapor and liquid. First, however, the effect of
moisture on the buoyancy of a parcel of air is developed and
applied to the description of a hydrostatic reference state.
The density of a parcel of moist air is the sum of the
dry air, vapor, and liquid densities:
= dry + vap + liq (3.51)
In this work the contribution to the density of the typically
small amount of cloud liquid water is ignored, (there is usu-
ally no liquid water present in the simulations, and when it
is present, it is typically less than 1% of the mass of the
fluid), so that the concept of virtual potential temperature
can be explored. Dropping the Pliq term and applying the
perfect gas law to dry and Pvap yields:
P va(Pdry vap) (3.52)
RdT RvT RdTv RTd v dv dv
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where p is the total pressure, mvap and mdry are molecular




v 1+ Pvap/ (3.53)
dry
It is very important to note in Eq. 3.52 that the virtual tem-
perature is a fictitious temperature that is used in the dry
gas equation of state to give the density of moist air. Gen-
erally the virtual temperature is no more than a few degrees
higher than the thermodynamic temperature for typical atmos-
pheric conditions.
Following the development in Sec. 3.2.1.1, the variations
of virtual temperature, pressure, and density of a static at-
mosphere are "subtracted out" by making a reference state
decomposition:
the value of its value in a uni- a departure
a primitive = formly moist adiabatic from the
variable atmosphere (function state at
of height only) rest
(3.54)
Or, in the notation of this work:
P PO + p (3.55)
P PO + p (3.56)
T - T + T (357)
v vo v
u. + u (3.58)1 1
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the only difference here to the reference state decomposition
of Eqs. 3.6-3.9 is in the use of the (fictitious) virtual
temperature in order to allow the use of an equation of state
that is analogous to Eq. 3.4:
/RdTv (3.59)
Substituting Eqs. 3.55-3.58 into the primitive equation set
(Eqs. 3.1-3.3 and Eq. 3.59), and setting the time derivatives
and perturbations to zero yields the state of the moist adi-
abatic atmosphere. The continuity and energy equations are
trivial (as before), and the momentum equation becomes the
moist hydrostatic equation:
ii-0 _Pog (3.60)
The equation of state is simply
PO = poRdTvo (3.61)
The first Law of Thermodynamics for an unsaturated adiabatic
process in this atmosphere is
dQ = 0 = cpmoist dT dp/p (3.62)
Approximating the heat capacity for a moist gas, c m °oist, as thatp
of a dry gas, cp, dividing by dz and substituting Eq. 3.62 into
3.60 yields an approximate lapse rate for a moist, unsaturated




vo = = 9.760C/km (3.63)
dz CP
To this point the resting state of a moist adiabatic
atmosphere has been presented. The neglect of the effect of
the liquid water on the total density has allowed the treat-
ment of moisture to duplicate the dry atmosphere equations
after the transformation of temperature to virtual tempera-
ture. The equations for the perturbations are identical to
those of the dry atmosphere developed in Sec. 3.2.1.1, except
that temperature is replaced by virtual temperature, and a






a +u au = + T gi + (3.65)t 9 u P E + i a
x. Po vo Po x
Energy Eq.
a T -laT a2T 1 Dp -
at +Uj a = vPr P ( Dt phase (3.66)
The latent heat release term is considered in Sec. 3.2.2.4.
Define the virtual potential temperature, ev, as
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1000 Rd/Cmoist
v T v 0 p (3.67)8v - v p
Again assume that cmoist is essentially equal to c . Differ-
P P
entiating with respect to height finds that the moist unsat-
urated adiabatic atmosphere has a lapse of virtual potential
temperature that vanishes:
de
vo = O (3.68)dz
The result here is that the virtual potential temperature is
a constant in the reference state.
Neglecting the perturbation pressure, p, with respect
to p in Eq. 3.56, the use of ev instead of Tv in the primitive





3 ui 3 i -1 p P(ev))-p( 0 o) ui
+ 3 -x -- F - g+vat + Uj ax p(evo) ax i P(eO 9 ax2vo vo
(3.70)
Energy Eq:
ev +u -1 2 v L yDPvap
t +Uj x vPr 2 pc Dt phase (371)Jx xj p
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The result here is the same as in Sec. 3.2.1.1: the
strong variation of pressure with height is no longer present
in the primitive equations. This formulation is common (al-
though in slightly different forms) among papers in meteoro-
logy.
Transport equations may be written down for the water
vapor and liquid water densities according to the conservation
scheme:
Eulerian time Diffusion of Gain or loss of
rate of change vapor or + vapor or liquid
of vapor or liquid due to phase
liquid changes
(3.72)
or, in the notation of this work:
vap j ap a2P (DP
at 3 ax 1 p xa Dt/ phase (3.73)
Pli + u. la li vSc 1 q - D
a liq .a. 2 D
where the gain or loss of vapor due to phase changes,
(Dvap/Dt)phase' identically shows up as a loss or gain of
liquid, and Schmidt numbers that describe the molecular dif-
fusion of vapor and liquid are introduced, respectively. The
terminal fall velocities of the liquid water droplets are ig-
nored. The! vap, term is discussed in Sec. 3.2.2.3.
Dt /phase
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Note that any constant background (ambient atmospheric) value
of Pvap and Pliq trivially satisfied these equations, so that
no new information would be brought into the specification of
the reference state by decomposing the variables in these trans-
port equations. That is, Pvap and Pliq do not have a reference
state "subtracted away" from them, unlike the other primitive
variables , ~v' and p.
3.2.2.2 Reynolds Decomposition and Closure
A Reynolds decomposition of the primitive equations is
made as in Sec. 3.2.1.2. Each primitive variable in the equ-
ation set is decomposed into its ensemble-averaged and fluctu-
ating parts:
p p + p' (3.75)
8 - 8 + 8' (3.76)
v
p + p+ p' (3.77)
Uj 4o + u (3.78)
Pvap vap + Pvap (3.79)
Pliq ' Pliq + Piiq (3.80)
By selectively ensemble-averaging and subtracting the equations,
and by making use of the continuity equation, the primitive
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P'liq ( 1 lisL -3vap)+ u X 3Cx = j x a (Piiquj)- Dt phase
(3.85)
Rather than providing the full equations for the correlated
fluctuations uu, u!, u and u' 7, the turbulencei; u ·J vap' jPliq'
closure is simply extended from that developed in Sec. 3.2.1.2.
The closed set of equations in two-dimensions is, in the
D v
t
notation of Fig. 3.1
Continuity Eq:
Momentum Eqs:
Dv -1 a. 
Dt p (vo) ay
+ a (.3 y
av
y
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Energy Eq:
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Dt vap a y
a PvaP)
(TvCya +
a I P _vap
a (vC yap z)
Liquid Eq:
a ( y iiq)
= a(YLa ay
+ a (Y Pliq)
z L(Io z - ( Dt phase
Eddy Viscosity Eq:
Da 2 / 2
D5t q a y/ + 1( +W)
2 + (aw)) q
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av aw+ =







+ r(( a aa)+(ak aas))- rl( a a() a a (a)
(3.91)
Turbulence Kinetic Energy Eq:
Dq = 2a )+ 1 av + w)+ (I 4qa
+ a as + a Z a sa z(3.92)
O ay a z 
Pollutant Eq:
DXI a )( o + -2Y X (
Dt ay Y) +X a z ) - (3.93)
i=l
where reciprocal turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers have
been introduced, and are assumed to be constants.
3.2.2.3 Equilibrium Cloud Microphysics Model
The cloud microphysics model simply assumes that water
vapor and liquid are always in equilibrium. Further, the
surface tension of the liquid droplets is ignored. That is,
phase equilibrium over a flat surface of water is assumed to
exist. A phase diagram that illustrates this equilibrium is
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sketched in Fig. 3.2.2.3.1. The liquid-vapor equilibrium
curve above 2730K is the locus of points that the saturation
vapor pressure, esat(T), may take. The vapor density, Pvap'
in the presence of liquid water would be e sat (T)/RvapT. If
there is no liquid available to evaporate, then the vapor den-
sity may be less than this saturation value. Below 273°K the
subcooled liquid-vapor equilibrium (dashed line) is obeyed. No
ice formation is allowed. The entire liquid-vapor equilibrium
curve is given by Magnus' formula:39
log0e = 2937.4 4.9283 log1OT + 23.5518
1~~~~ 0 sat T 10(3.94)
The ( ) phase term of Eq. 3.89 and Eq. 3.90 is
simply adjusted to make the liquid and vapor coexist. The logic
of the moisture model is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.2.3.2. Liquid
and vapor are advected and diffused in an initial calculation
for each computer cell. This generally results in a non-equi-
librium moisture state in the cell, so the cell is allowed to
evaporate or condense water in order to restore the equilibrium.
The amount of evaporation or condensation in each cell is noted
in order to provide the latent heat release term in the energy
equation.
3.2.2.4 Latent Heat Source Term






























Fig. 3.2.2.3.2 Logic Diagram for the Equilibrium Moisture
Calculation in a Single Cell during a Single
Timestep
















at every step depending on whether evaporation or condensation
takes place. The latent heat release term is calculated as
BTU] L DPvapLatent Heat Release lb = - P( Dt phase
(3.95)
where the latent heat of vaporization, L, is assumed to be a
constant, 1075 BTU/lbm . The vaphase is found in the logic
diagram of Fig. 3.2.2.3.2.
3.3 Model Solution Methodology
3.3.1 The VARR-II Fluid Mechanics Algorithm
The VARR-II computer code40 is the starting point for
the model development methodology in this work. In its ori-
ginal form, the VARR-II code solves the two-dimensional time-
dependent turbulent fluid mechanics equations of continuity,
momentum, and energy for a Boussinesq fluid. (The Boussinesq
approximation to the momentum equation is considered in
Sec. 3.2.1.1.) Two closure variables, the eddy viscosity, a,
and the turbulence kinetic energy, q, are also calculated from
their own transport equations. The original VARR-II computer
code is quite flexible in the choice of boundary conditions,




The VARR-II fluid mechanics algorithm is the Simplified
Marker and Cell (SMAC) method. The computer mesh for this
method is Eulerian in either Cartesian or cylindrical geometry,
and the primitive variables are solved directly, with no trans-
formation to vorticity-stream function variables. The algorithm
divides naturally into two sections during each time step: In
the first section the velocity field is updated using the pre-
vious velocity and pressure fields with mixed central and donor-
cell differencing42 of the equations. These velocities gener-
ally do not satisfy the continuity equation, so in a second
section a pressure iteration adjusts these velocities until
they satisfy continuity. Once the divergence-free updated
velocity field is knownthe energy and turbulence transport
equations are updated, completing the calculational cycle
of the time step.
The basic SMAC fluid mechanics algorithm has not been
modified in this work. Pollutant and moisture transport equ-
ations have been added to the equation set, and they are up-
dated in the same manner as the energy and turbulence vari-
ables, using the divergence-free updated velocity field.
The stability of the method for problems of an atmospheric
scale is considered in Sec. 5.2.1.
3.3.2 Orientation of the Computer Mesh
The optimal orientation of the two-dimensional computer
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solution mesh is discussed here. Consider the representative
three-dimensional plume in Fig. 3.3.2.1a. The plume has bent
over in the imposed (one-dimensional) wind field, and the
plume boundaries monotonically expand as the plume proceeds
downwind. The most natural possibilities of orienting a two-
dimensional solution mesh on this flow are: (1) to align the
mesh parallel to the wind and through the center of the plume,
as in Fig. 3.3.2.1b, or (2) to align the mesh perpendicular
to the flow, as in Fig. 3.3.2.1c.
The advantages of the "crosswind" alignment of
Fig. 3.3.2.1c over the "downwind" alignment of Fig. 3.3.2.1b are
immediately apparent. In the crosswind alignment a three-
dimensional simulation results since in the downwind Lagrangian
translation of the computational mesh the time variable becomes
a surrogate for the downwind position x, where
t
x = / (z(t)dt. The downwind alignment
is appropriate only for cases of line-source plumes--in which
internal recirculation and entrainment will be of secondary
importance to buoyant plume rise and atmospheric turbulent en-
trainment. Further, the crosswind alignment can take advantage
of the centerline symmetry of the turbulent vortex pair to re-





Fig. 3.3.2.1a Bent-Over Buoyant Plume
















alignment scheme needs an extraordinarily long x-axis to
model the same plume. Overall, the crosswind alignment scheme
is about five times smaller than the downwind scheme. The vel-
ocity field in the crosswind alignment is that of a two-dimen-
sional turbulent vortex, which typically exhibits strong shearing
and entrainment of fluid. The velocity field in the downwind
alignment is that of a two-dimensional turbulent deflected jet,
which over most of the flow field exhibits a much smaller amount
of shearing and entrainment. Clearly, the crosswind alignment
scheme is expected to simulate the more important features of
the flow.
The singular disadvantage of the crosswind alignment
scheme is that it cannot explicitly calculate the shear-
produced turbulence of the mean wind field, since the mean
wind has no component in the y-z plane. The resolution of
this problem is discussed in Sec. 4.3.3.
3.3.3 Downwind Advection of the Mesh
From the discussion in Sec. 3.3.2, the computer solution
mesh is aligned perpendicular to the wind. The time evolution
of the flow field of the plume cross section is drawn in
Fig. 3.3.3.1. The choice of an appropriate downwind advection
velocity of the computer mesh is needed in order to reconstruct
-59-





Fig. 3.3.3.1 Reconstruction of the Three-dimensional
Plume. Wind vectors as a function of height are shown.
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the full steady state plume, i.e., the time of the computer
simulation must be related to a downwind distance. The choice
is difficult because the wind profile dictates that fluid el-
ements at different heights will advect downwind at different
rates. A simple approximation is that the advection velocity
should be equal to the "pollutant averaged" wind speed:
x = u(z) X(y,z)dydz (3.96)
at bu g
ffX (y, z)dydz
The finite difference form of Eq. 3.96 is written in Fig. 3.3.3.1.
The calculation of this quantity is performed in the "statistics
package" of Sec. 3.3.7. A further refinement of the solution
scheme is discussed in Sec. 6.2.1.
In practice, for plumes that are released from tall
stacks, the amount of wind shear that the plume encounters is
ordinarily moderate and does not greatly alter the plume
behavior.
3.3.4 Property Data
The original VARR-II computer code allows for quadratic
fitting of air property data versus temperature. In view of
the fact that potential temperature is substituted for
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temperature in moist simulations, the scheme of fitting prop-
erty data to temperature must be examined. The air property
data to be fitted includes density, specific internal energy,
dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity at
constant pressure. The coefficients of the quadratic fits for
dry air data43 are listed in Table 3.3.4.1, along with the
quadratic form that they are used in. The effect on the prop-
erty value of the substitution of or for T is considered
next.
The use of T or Tv in the perfect gas law yields, by
definition, the correct density of a dry or moist parcel of
air, respectively. A quadratic fit of the perfect gas law
over a small temperature range of interest would yield essen-
tially exact results for the density as well. The calculation
of densities with e or y substituted into the formula for is
also appropriate because or v vary from T by very little
compared to the absolute temperature. Recall that or 
is used in the problem formulation to eliminate the compress-
ible nature of the hydrostatic atmosphere. The relevant density
variations in the momentum equation are the relative density
variations, and the criteria for the use of, say v for T
is that
p(T)-p(To) P(8e)-(e o
p(To) P(Evo) (3.97)0 vo
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with a similar condition for in dry simulations. This rela-
tion holds with about four percent accuracy for the most
extreme cases encountered in this work.
The specific internal energy is originally fitted versus
T. Again, the fact that e or ev is close to T compared to the
absolute temperature allows them to be interchanged without
significant error. The specific internal energy is accurate
to about 4 percent under this substitution.
The values of dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity
are important only if the flow becomes laminar. None of the
simulations in this work are expected to encounter regions of
laminar flow, so the fitted values of molecular viscosity and
thermal conductivity are unimportant.
The specific heat varies slowly with temperature, and the
substitution of or ev for T results in only a 0.02 percent
error for typical cases.
The necessary property data for equilibrium conditions of
water vapor and cloud liquid water are included in Secs. 3.2.2.3
and 3.2.2.4. The inclusion of water in the simulations is
assumed to have a negligible effect on the property data of
the air-water mixture, except for the density, which is cor-
rected through the use of the virtual temperature.
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3.3.5 Me;sh Initialization and Boundary Conditions
3.3.5.1 Input Profiles
Seven vertical profiles are required for a simulation.
Five of the profiles serve to specify the boundary conditions
on the computer mesh, one profile (the mean wind wpeed) is
needed by the statistics package, and one profile (the hydro-
static pressure) is needed by the equilibrium moisture thermo-
dynamics model. The required profiles are listed in Table
3.3.5.1. Each vertical profile consists of a set of values
that are representative of th.e cell-centered temperature, wind
speed, etc. The number of values is obviously equal to the
number of fluid cells in the z-direction. The extension of
the model to time-dependent vertical profiles is considered
in Sec. 6.2.2.
3.3.5.2 Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions must be specified for each of eight
variables on the four walls of the computer mesh. The walls
of the computer mesh are numbered in Fig. 3.3.5.1. Wall #1
is in the plume centerline with the real computer simulation
to its left. For this purpose, wall #1 is a free-slip solid
wall. Wall #4 always represents the earth, and is specified





















A. The mean wind speed is required by the statistics package
of Sec. 3.3.7.
B. The hydrostatic pressure is required by the equilibrium





Fig. 3.3.5.1 all Numbering Scheme
I
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reflector of pollutant and humidity in this work. This
assumption could be easily modified to account for deposition
of pollutant, sources of humidity, etc., for any case of
specific interest. Walls #2 and #3 are chosen to be sufficient-
ly far away from the plume so that negligible error is introduced
in making them solid and free-slip. In practice, the plumes
rise toward wall #3 and begin to deflect when their 10% bound-
ary intersects the wall. This serves as a rough criterion on
when to stop the computer simulation.
A summary of the boundary conditions is found in Table
3.5.5.2. The solid-wall, no-slip and free-slip conditions are
found in the specification of the two velocity components, v
and w. The reflective conditions are due to the "perfect ref-
lecting walls" assumption; they are foregone at wall #2 for the
five variables that are known as functions of height.
3.3.5.3 Mesh Initialization
The entire computer mesh in Fig. 3.3.5.2 is first initial-
ized with the known atmospheric profiles of virtual potential
temperature, eddy viscosity, turbulence kinetic energy, water
vapor density, and cloud liquid water content. The entire
mesh is initialized with a single background value of pollutant,
and the velocity field is initialized to be at rest. The plume
cells in the figure are then initialized by volume-averaging
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the plume sources of energy, pollutant, and moisture over those
cells, using mean wind speed at that height to define the depth
of the cells swept out in one second. The initial eddy visco-
sity and turbulence kinetic energy in the plume cells are set
to about 100 times that of the surrounding atmosphere--in pract-
ice, the plume turbulence values very quickly relax into values
that are consistent with the flow field. No initial volume-
averaged momentum is given to the plume cells. Instead of this,
an effective stack height increment due to momentum is added
to the actual stack height in specifying the location of the
center of the plume cells.
3.3.6 Mesh Coarsening Capability
Model programming has been undertaken to allow the mesh
spacing to be doubled periodically during the simulations,
while keeping the same number of fluid cells on the whole com-
puter mesh. The motivation for this is the desire to keep the
growing plume cross section away from the unphysical (solid
wall) top and right mesh boundaries. When the simulation is
"coarsened," the mesh spacing doubles, which reduces the plume
cross section by a factor of four. The 'calculation is restarted,
and the simulation proceeds on a mesh that has four times the
area of the old mesh, but the same number of fluid cells.
The coarsening procedure is outlined in Fig. 3.3.6.1. In
-lil II I--i-I ---------1-- 1111-_ _ _ -
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(a) Step One - Four Cell Averaging
(b) Step Two - Initialization of New Cells
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old cells transformed i






a first step (a) the entire mesh is swept over, four cells
at a time. Note that the number of cells vertically or hor-
izontally must be even in order to do this. The fluid vari-
ables in these four cells are averaged in the following way:
the cell specific internal energy, momenta, and turbulence
kinetic energy are mass-averaged over the four cells, since
these variables are defined on a per unit mass of air basis.
The cell pollutant, eddy viscosity, and moisture variables are
simply averaged over the four cells, since these variables are
not defined on a per unit mass of air basis. The cell pressure
is set to zero, which conforms with the usual starting guess
procedures in running VARR-II. The average cell made up from
these four cells is now stored in its proper place on the larger
mesh, which is half of the distance to the origin vertically
and horizontally. When the entire mesh has been swept, four
cells at a time, the old mesh has now been relocated in the
lower left corner, and is one-fourth of its old size.
In a second step b) the remaining three-quarters of the
mesh needs to be initialized. This "new" area is swept row-by-
row in ascending order, The velocity field is assumed to be
initially at rest, and th.e pressure field is initially set to
zero. The remaining atmospheric state variables are all spec-
ified from a master library of profiles. When the "new" area
has been initialized, the calculation is restarted with the
----------------
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vertical and horizontal mesh spacings doubled.
The computer mesh may be coarsened up to five times during
a simulation--this would result in a final mesh that is
5 52 x 2 = 1024 times as large as the original mesh. The five
times are user specified, and need not take place at regular
intervals.
3.3.7 Plume Statistics Package
At regular intervals specified by the user, the program
calls on a statistics package to calculate a number of import-
ant plume statistics without printing out the data of the
entire computer mesh. The quantities that are reported by the
statistics package are listed in Table 3.3.7.1. The average
plume advection velocity is the feature discussed in Sec. 3.3.3,
and is defined in Eq. 3.96.
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Table 3.3.7.1
Data Reported by the Plume Statistics Package
Quantity Units
Time of Simulation sec
Total Number of Problem Iterations (none)
Current Number of Pressure Iterations (none)
Current Time Step Size sec
Center Height of Pollutant Field ft
Total Specific Internal Energy on Mesh BTU
Average Downwind Advection Velocity ft/sec
Plume Downwind Distance ft
jl I_ I· 1 ^II 111 IIJLIIPI___LII___1·1111111-·---·1-^
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4. DESCRIPTION OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes in detail how atmospheric turbu-
lence is represented in the model. The description begins
with the knowledge (e.g., from a set of measurements) of the
common atmospheric variables as functions of height: the set
includes the wind speed and direction, virtual potential temp-
erature, water vapor density, and cloud liquid water density.
The important processes that are responsible for the charact-
eristic shapes of these profiles are outlined, and the concept
of layers in the atmosphere arises naturally in the explanation
of the interdependencies of the profiles. With a working know-
ledge of the dominant phenomena in the atmospheric layers,
the problem of prescribing the atmospheric turbulence is under-
taken. For the model in this work, the atmospheric turbulence
is specified with profiles of eddy viscosity and turbulence
kinetic energy. The relation of these two variables to the
other profiles, and their inclusion into the model occupies most
of this chapter.
4.2 Atmospheric Profiles of Wind, Temperature, and Humidity
The vertical atmospheric profiles considered in this work
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are assumed to have been measured with some appropriate meteor-
ological instruments over a flat terrain. For instance, a
tower with a series of instruments at various heights would
produce essentially pointwise values of the variables, which
could then be linearly interpolated between the measurement
heights to produce the full profiles. It is assumed that the
measurements were time-averaged for at least 20 minutes so that
there is very little time-dependence in the profiles. Alterna-
tively, a radiosonde (balloon) ascent is commonly used for
measuring vertical profiles, although the measurement averaging
times are not long enough to completely average over the larger
atmospheric eddies.
The measured atmospheric wind profiles have several common
features. First, the atmospheric wind vanishes at the ground.
This is in accord with the no-slip velocity boundary condition
of real fluids. Second, the time-averaged (i.e., averaged over
about 20 minutes) vertical velocity is very small at any height.
This is because the very low frequency (of the order of 1 per
day) vertical velocities are due to the synoptic scale subsiding
or lifting motions associated with fronts; these velocities are
usually only about 10 cm/sec. Because the average vertical
velocities are small, the wind at any height is assumed to be
parallel to the ground. Generally, the wind speed increases
with height and commonly exhibits some turning with height--
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especially in the first several hundred feet of elevation,
where pressure gradient, Coriolis, and frictional forces are
all important.
The fact that the wind vector may very roughly approxi-
44 45
mate a logarithmic profile, an Ekman spiral, or a thermal
wind relation,46 is only of minor interest here since the
actual wind profile determines the behavior of an individual
plume. In this work, the turning of the wind with height is not
represented in the hydrodynamic simulations, although the pros-
pect of including it is considered among the extensions of the
model outlined in Sec. 6.2. Also, the difficulty of defining
an average wind direction when there are only light, variable
winds at a station dictates that the computer simulations are
not expected to be accurate for winds of less than about 5 knots.
The temperature and humidity profiles directly provide the
information about the local stability of vertical atmospheric
and plume motions. No approximations to the temperature or
humidity profiles are needed to incorporate them into the simu-
lations. The temperature and humidity profiles are used to
evaluate the virtual potential temperature profile: Note that
in defining equations for virtual potential temperature
(Eq. 3.53 and Eq. 3.67) the temperature, humidity, and pressure
are required at any height. To this end the pressure profile
could have been measured by itself, or calculated with any of
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a number of approximations (dry hydrostatic, moist hydro-
static, various interpolations between points, etc.) Whatever
assumptions are made, the pressure profile consistent with
these assumptions must be input to the simulation where it is
used to recalculate the correct temperature from the virtual
potential temperature and humidity for the equilibrium moisture
thermodynamics model.
4.3 Turbulence in the Planetary Boundary Layer
4.3.1 Introduction
The planetary boundary layer CPBLL is a boundary layer
in a rotating, stratified, multi-component fluid whose moisture
component can undergo changes of phase. Further, the boundary
conditions on fluxes of momentum, sensible and latent heats,
and radiant energy can vary greatly over large and small dis-
tances (i.e., distances that are large or small in comparison
to the depth of the boundary layer), and are typically strongly
coupled to the flow. Although. a number of excellent reviews
have been written4 7- 57 at many levels of detail, the basic
notions of turbulence in the planetary boundary layer are dev-
eloped here with the aim of pointing out the limitations of the
description of the PBL turbulence embodied in the computer
simulations.
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4.3.2 Layers in the PBL and Important Processes
Without much loss in generality, it is assumed in this
work that all of the energy in turbulent atmospheric motions
ultimately comes from the sun. Although it is possible to
conceive of special situations where this is not quite true
(for example, the turbulence near a busy expressway, much of
which is caused by mechanical stirring and buoyant exhausts),
the atmopsheres which are encountered in this work are free
of man-made turbulence, except for the buoyant plumes them-
selves! For the purposes of illustration, the solar energy
which produces atmospheric turublence may be divided into two
streams: (1) that part of the solar energy that produces the
large synoptic-scale pressure patterns on the earth, which in
turn drives the wind and produces turbulence in regions of the
atmosphere of sufficiently large wind shear, and (2) that part
of the solar energy that produces the local thermal stratifica-
tion of the atmopshere, which in turn produces turbulence in
regions of sufficiently unstable stratification. The turbul-
ence that is produced by the first stream is called "mechani-
cally produced turbulence," and that produced by the second
stream is ca-lled "buoyancy produced turbulence." The thermal
stratification that is produced by the second stream is usually
formulated in terms of virtual potential temperature, so that
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moisture and latent heat effects are naturally included in the
"buoyancy produced turbulence." There are two mechanisms that
destroy atmospheric turbulence: (1) viscous dissipation, which
is always at work in a turbulent flow, and (2) buoyant destruc-
tion, which is present in regions of stable thermal stratifi-
cation.
From the preceding discussion it is expected that in a
region in steady state the mechanisms of turbulence production
and destruction will be balanced, and that the turbulence
kinetic energy will maintain a value that is commensurate with
the destruction rate. Very commonly in micrometeorological
studies, the regions that these processes are studied in are
simplified to layers, so that the description of atmospheric
turbulence becomes one-dimensional--the single dimension is then
height. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.3.2.1. In the
uppermost layer of laminar flow, the'strong geostrophic winds
usually have very small wind shears with height, and are usu-
ally associated with stably stratified air, so that there is
little or no turbulence. The next layer down usually is a
region of buoyancy produced turbulence with only small wind
shear--the buoyancy is typically from solar heating at the
ground and latent heat release in cloud formation (clouds ob-
viously affect the amount of solar heating at the ground, so
that these effects are strongly coupled). The layer nearest
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Fig. 4.3.2.1 The Concept of Layers in the Planetary
Boundary Layer. Atmospheric turbulence is assumed to be




to the ground typically exhibits a lot of wind shear due to
the no-slip condition at the ground, so that mechanically
produced turbulence is present in addition to buoyant pro-
duction, and turbulence kinetic energy is usually a maximum some-
where in this layer.
The particular illustration of atmospheric layers in
Fig. 4.3.2.1 is certainly not unique. Many investigators
have coined names for layers to illustrate different refinements
on the processes in the PBL. Such terms as the surface layer,
Ekman layer, subcloud layer, cloud layer, inner layer, outer
layer, tower layer, convection layer, inversion layer, super-
adiabatic layer, and viscous sublayer are common, but they do
not represent anything more sophisticated than treating the
atmosphere as one-dimensional.
The prospect of treating the atmospheric state as two-dim-
ensional--now including its downwind development as well as its
profile with height--is considered in Sec. 5.4.1 in conjunction
with the modeling of a fumigation episode.
4.3.3 Prescription of the Eddy Viscosity
The prescription of the eddy viscosity in the two-dimen-
sional mesh of the crosswind alignment scheme of Fig. 3.3.2.1c
is considered in this section. It was mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2
---  I I - --
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that the absence of any mean wind component (by definition)
in the crosswind direction means that, away from the plume,
and as far as the computer simulation is concerned, there
is no explicit mechanical production of turbulence in the
atmosphere. In fact, what takes place in the atmosphere is
that the turbulence kinetic energy component, u' , and the
Reynolds stress, u'w', of the downwind x-z plane are feeding
into the crosswind y-z plane turbulence kinetic energy compon-
ent, v' , and Reynolds stress, v'w', through the return to
isotropy term in Eq. 3.40. For this work, the assumption is
made that the return to isotropy term is very strong, so that
the turbulence is isotropic. Experiments on atmospheric return
to isotropy indicate that this assumption is reasonably good.58
It is seen in the discussion of the results in Chapter Five
that this is probably the most limiting assumption in the work
with regard to being able to model real atmospheres. The eddy
viscosity as a function of height in the downwind x-z plane
is estimated from a number of prescriptions for eddy viscosity
that are correlated from mean wind and temperature profiles,
then the eddy viscosity in the crosswind y-z plane is assumed
to be the same as in the x-z plane under the assumption of
isotropy.
The incorporation of an ambient eddy viscosity profile
on the simulation mesh finds two problems. First, any
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arbitrary eddy viscosity imposed on the mesh cells at the
start of the simulation will, in the absence of sufficient
mechanical and buoyant production, rapidly decay down to the
molecular kinematic viscosity. Second, the turbulence field
inside the plume must be allowed to develop on its own. The
method of incorporating the ambient eddy viscosity profile in
light of these problems is as follows: to start the simulation,
the cells outside of the initial plume cells are initialized
with the eddy viscosity profile, depending on their height in
the mesh. After each time step, each cell on the mesh is tested
to see if it has fallen below the prescribed eddy viscosity
profile at its height. If it has, its eddy viscosity is simply
reset to the ambient value. If it has not fallen below the
ambient value, presumably because either the plume-induced
turbulence or the turbulently diffused turbulence from neigh-
boring cells is dominating, then the cell eddy viscosity value
is left alone. In this way, the far field always maintains
the ambient atmospheric turbulence values, and the plume
turbulence, if greater than the ambient turbulence, is left
to develop on its own. Overall, this method has the effect
of adding a non-uniform source term to the eddy viscosity
equation--the term always adjusts itself to yield the original
eddy viscosity in the far field, and to "turn itself off" if




has been added to the equation set, where libary(z) is the
prescribed eddy viscosity profile as a function of height.
Before discussing the available prescriptions of eddy
viscosity, it should be noted that the potentially most accu-
rate method of prescribing the eddy viscosity for an individual
release would be to actually measure it in the field--perhaps
simply by estimating it from bivane wind fluctuation data.
The effort in this work to arrive at workable prescriptions
from the micrometeorological literature is motivated by the
total absence of these measurements in existing plume field
data. The particular prescriptions that are recommended here
are used only because they offer a simple way to estimate the
eddy viscosity profile.
A number of prescriptions for the eddy viscosity in the
outer boundary layer of the atmosphere as a function of height
have been reviewed. 59 64 A summary of the various prescriptions
is presented in Table 4.3.3.1, where they are separated into
two major groups--those that require wind speed and direction
profiles, and those that do not. Those which do not require
wind profiles as input are easier to use because the wind pro-
files need not be measured (e.g., with instrumented towers or
U) U) Uw
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balloons). However, they are not expected to be as accurate,
since the wind profile has taken an ideal shape. All of the
models in Table 4.3.3.1 are searched for applicability to
neutral, stable, and unstable atmospheres.
It is recommended that if the wind speed and direction
profiles have been measured, the prescriptions of Blackadar,59' 60
and Yamamoto and Shimanuki 61 should be used. If the wind speed
and direction profiles have not been measured, the prescrip-
tions of Bornstein63 or O'Brien 2 should be used. The pres-
cription of Nieuwstadt64 requires a substantial numerical
analysis of the profiles and has not been tested.
Any of these prescriptions must be used with caution since
all of them are only capable of providing an estimate to the
eddy viscosity. The greatest difficulty in using these pre-
scriptions is that they typically require values for quantities
that were not measured, such as the heat flux at the ground,
the roughness height, geostrophic velocity, etc.
4.3.4 Prescription of the Turbulence Kinetic Energy
The prescription of the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE)
in the two-dimensional mesh of the crosswind alignment scheme
of Fig. 3.3.2.1c is considered in this section. The turbulence
kinetic energy suffers from exactly the same problem as the
eddy viscosity in Sec. 4.3.3.: in the absence of explicit
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buoyant and mechanical production of turbulence on the two-
dimensional mesh, the turbulence kinetic energy would gradually
decay away entirely. To satisfactorily avoid this problem,
the concept of the turbulent "return to isotropy" is again
invoked to allow the turbulent kinetic energy produced by the
mean flow shearing and buoyancy to be fed into the crosswind
motions. A turbulence kinetic energy profile is needed, so
that it may maintain the turbulence for mesh cells that lack
the sufficient turbulence production in exactly the same way
that an eddy viscosity profile maintains the eddy viscosity
for the mesh.
Ideally, the TKE profile should be measured or deduced
from other profiles for an actual atmosphere. In fact, how-
ever, prescriptions for the turbulence kinetic energy from
mean wind and temperature profiles are not generally available
in the literature. The actual prescription of the turbulence
kinetic energy profile in this work has had to come from the
following, very approximate analysis of the transport
equations.
Consider the TKE transport equation in a region away from
the plume. The vertical and horizontal velocities, v and w,
are zero, and the eddy viscosity, , and TKE, q, are functions
of height, z, only; with the resulting expression being
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s 4q2 + r c- aa) (4.21
at a z z
For a properly time-independent TKE, there must be a balance
of dissipation and diffusion in Eq. 4.2; or
g = ra (v ) (4. 31
Performing a scale analysis of the terms, noting that r/4, 10
and that the depth of the planetary boundary layer is taken
equal to Ldy , one obtains the result
q 10 (4.4)
eddy
For typical values in the atmosphere, c-100 ft2/sec and
L 'w103ft, giving the value
eddy
q 10-3 sec - (4.5)
Note that for a highly idealized picture of turbulence,65 with





Ueddy -sec-1 ] (4.8)
a Leddy
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This states that q/a is simply the inverse of the eddy turn-
over time. The scale analysis (Eq. 4.5) of the q transport
equation shows that the choice q-10 -3sec- a should roughly
allow q to have a constant value. The fact that this choice
of q agrees with the eddy turnover time of roughly the most
diffusive atmospheric eddies66 (103 seconds, or about 15
minutes) lends support to the idea that a and q have been
chosen consistently in this scheme.
The crude specification of qlibrary(z) has been found to
be satisfactory in this work primarily because the turbulence
kinetic energy only indirectly influences the eddy viscosity,
so that errors in estimating TKE are tolerated much more than
the errors in estimating the eddy viscosity. The preceding
analysis, since it is a scale analysis, only provides a
very approximate estimate of the turbulence kinetic energy
profile. Mathematically, the inequality
q(yz,t)> qibrary() = 10-3sec -1 library(z) (4.9)
has been added to the equation set, where qlibrary (z) is the





The discussion of the results of the computer plume sim-
ulations is very naturally divided into two sections corres-
ponding to the two regimes of plume behavior outlined in
Sec. 1.2.2. To illustrate the two regimes, typical values
of effluent temperature, velocity, and pollutant are shown in
Fig. 5.1.1 for several stations downwind of a large combustion
source. At the stack exit, the plume rushes upward at
20m/sec, is about 100 0C above the ambient air temperature,
and has an SO2 concentration of about 100 000 pphm (parts per
hundred million). At the second station the plume has become
diluted about 200 times. Without a detailed picture of its
cross section, it may be stated generally that its average
temperature excess is now only about 0.5°C and its turbulent
velocity fluctuations (disregarding those induced by its buoy-
ancy) are about 10 cm/sec--and these are just about on the
level of observed atmospheric fluctuations. However, the
plume SO2 concentration is still many times higher than the
background SO2 level, so that the plume is recognizable by
its SO2 concentration field, but not by its temperature or














































































velocity and temperature fluctuations have been stronger
than the atmospheric fluctuations, so that in a large part
the plume motions have been dominated by the plume properties.
Throughout the second regime the atmospheric motions are res-
ponsible for the plume dilution to the point where the pol-
lutant becomes indistinguishable from the background level,
and the plume disappears.
The selection of these regimes is very natural in the
discussion of the results. The results that are applicable
in the plume dominated stage will address the question of how
adequately the dynamics of a buoyant, deflected plume are
simulated. Such results are found in Sec. 5.2. The results
that are applicable in the atmospheric dominated stage will
address the question of how adequately the atmospheric tur-
bulence is being simulated. Such results are found in Sec. 5.3.
The results in Sec. 5.4 are essentially model extensions that
are applicable in the atmospheric dominated regime for
Sec. 5.4.1, and the plume dominated regime for Sec. 5.4.2,
but which do not have a body of experimental results to be
compared with.
The plume simulations that are presented in this chapter
have been included for several different reasons. The general
simulation in Sec. 5.2.1 is included to acquaint the reader
with the general features of the buoyant line-vortex. The
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detailed comparison of simulations like the one in Sec. 5.2.1
with experimental results is made in Sec. 5.2.2. The effect
of thermal stratification on the buoyant line vortex is then
developed in the simulation of Sec. 5.2.3. The simulations
for comparison with actual field studies again considers the
neutral atmosphere case in Sec. 5.3.1. The effect of thermal
stratification is then developed in the simulation of
Sec. 5.3.2, where a large stack plume in a low-level inversion
is studied. Simulations that demonstrate the model extensions
are found in Sec. 5.4.
5.2 Comparisons to Analytical Models
5.2.1 General Nature of the Solutions
The general nature of all the computer solutions in this
work is discussed in this section. All of the simulations are
performed on a 20 cell by 20 cell mesh, although the cell
height and width vary between different simulations. The time
step size is selected by the program at each time step, and
is usually from one-tenth of a second to several seconds.
The selection of a time step size is performed by the code,6 7
where it always chooses the smallest step size from a choice of
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a diffusion condition,
TSTEPDT = .. T 1 5 .1)
max ( ; 7t 2)Dy Dz
a Courant condition,
DT = TSTEP min(Dx,Dz ) 5.2)
DT max v,w) C5.2)
or a simple rate of change condition,
DT .2 max (v,w) (5.3)
(max(v,w) - max(vold,wold) + 10
where TSTEP usually has a value of 0.01. As a practical
matter, it is found that the time steps have to be reduced
beyond these conditions by about a factor of 25 for the mesh
cell sizes encountered in this work. This allows the codeto
conserve energy in the computer mesh cells within an accept-
able tolerance. The non-conservation of energy arises from
the first order accuracy of the differencing scheme for the
advection terms. Full donor cell differencing of the advec-
tion terms is found to give the best answers in the simula-
tions--less than full donor cell differencing produces notice-
able nonlinear instabilities in the flow.
A simple plume development is found in Figures 5.2.1.1
to 5.2.1.6. Figure 5.2.1.1 interprets the mesh cell quant-
ities found in the following figures. In Fig. 5.2.1.2, the
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ordered-pair notation for locating cells
e.g., 3rd cell from left, 2nd from bottom
w velocity, ft/secf^
XXXXX 0. 0
ZLL ( 3, 2)









DZ X TNU= 1.000E+00 X
X TKE 1.0OOOE-03 X
X CHI= 1.OOOE-05 X
X VAP= 1.OOOE-07 X





TNU is eddy viscosity in ft2/sec
TKE is turbulence kinetic energy in ft2/sec2
CHI is pollutant concentration in lbm/ft 3
VAP is water vapor density in lbm II20/ft3
LIQ is liquid water density in lbm H20/ft3
Fig. 5.2.1.1 Key to Cellwise Quantities for Figs.
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Fig. 5.2.1.2 Initialized Plume Cross Section at 0 sec.







entire 400 mesh cells are initialized at rest and at 50°F,
except for one warm cell(2,4)centered 500 ft/high (and on the
left boundary) which is at rest and at 68 F. Each mesh cell
is 200 ft high and 100 ft wide. The ambient turbulence is
set uniformly to 1 ft /sec in eddy viscosity and 10 ft2/sec2
in turbulence kinetic energy, which are essentially laminar
values compared to the values that develop inside the plume
cell.
After 20 seconds of development (see Fig. 5.2.1.3) a
vortex circulation has formed in the vicinity of the warm
fluid, and mixing has brought the warmest fluid cell (,4)
from 68 F to 61.24°F. The strongest updraft (6.57 ft/sec)
occurs in the warmest cell, and the downdrafts tend to be
weaker, since they are spread over a larger area.
After 80 seconds of development (.see Fig. 5.2.1.4) the
plume has risen 379 ft. Considerable mixing has reduced the
warmest cell temperature to 52.9°F from 680 F, and the updraft
has now increased to 10.8 ft/sec. Again, the vortex circula-
tion is very easy to identify and it occupies a progressively
larger area as the plume cross section grows. The turbulence
kinetic energy field at this point in time is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2.1.5, where the maximum TKE occurs in the updraft
region and is about 1600 times that of the ambient field.
After 200 seconds of development (see Fig. 5.2.1.6), the
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Fig. 5.2.1.3 Plume Cross Section at 20 sec.
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Disregard moisture values.
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Fig. 5.2.1.4 Plume Cross Section at 80 sec.


























































Fig. 5.2.1.5 Turbulence Kinetic Energy Profile at
80 sec. Contours of TKE in ft 2 /sec 2 . The maximum
TKE is 1.82 ft2 /sec2 , and the minimum TE is 0.001
ft 2 /sec2 (throughout the far field).
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Fig. 5.2.1.6 Plume Cross Section at 200 sec.
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plume has risen 1003 feet. The warmest cell in the plume is
barely 1°F warmer than the surroundings, and the updraft
velocity has remained constant. The plume cross section has
grown considerably, and the maximum TKE has dropped by a fac-
tor of two from its value at 80 seconds.
The effect of adding an initial internal circulation to
the plume cross section is developed in Figures 5.2.1.7 and
5.2.1.8. In Fig. 5.2.1.7, the initial circulation is shown.
The mesh cells are not 50 ft by 50 ft, although the same size
plume is initialized as in the earlier discussion. The
uniform 3 ft/sec circulation pattern is simply a rough guess
at the actual circulation. Simulations to 40 seconds with and
without the circulation are found in Fig. 5.2.1.8. The
presence of an initial circulation makes only a small differ-
ence between the runs, as seen in the selected velocity and
temperature values. The initialization of all of the subse-
quent simulations with no initial circulation is presumed to
introduce little error into the results, i.e., the dynamics
are strongly affected by the buoyancy, and not by the initial
circulation.
The effect of ambient atmospheric turbulence is developed
in Figures 5.2.1.9 and 5.2.1.10. The initialization is the
same as in Fig. 5.2.1.7 without the initial circulation, but
with 50 ft square cells. In Figure 5.2.1.9, the ambient
-103-
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Fig. 5.2.1.8 Plurme comparison at 40 sec of simulation
















Fig. 5.2.1.9 Plumne development in a moderately

















Fig. 5.2.1.10 Plume developmlent in a very turbulent











eddy viscosity is maintained at a uniform 15 ft2/sec. The
resultant plume cross section at 40 seconds has developed
the usual circulation, and its warmest cell is found to be
6.05°F above ambient. In strong contrast to this is the plume
cross section of Fig. 5.2.1.10 which has a much stronger
ambient turbulence field below 850 ft, and a much weaker
turbulence field above 850 ft. The fictitious eddy viscosity
profile quoted in Fig. 5.2.1.10 reflects a very turbulent
boundary layer whose depth is about 850 ft. The resultant
plume cross section at 40 sec is markedly different. The
strong atmospheric dispersion has resulted in a much more
diffuse plume whose maximum cell temperature is about one-
third that of the previous run, although the plume rise is
quite similar. This agrees with the notion that plume rise
is dominated by the thermal stratification of the atmosphere
(which is neutral in both cases here), and to a much lesser
extent by other factors. Plume dispersion, which is very
different in the two cases here, is affected strongly by the
turbulent state of the atmosphere (which in turn is strongly
affected by the thermal stratification of the atmosphere,
among other factors).
The effects of using continuative outflow versus
free-slip solid walls for the top and right boundaries was
studied. The alternative assumptions produce little difference
-108-
between runs. The solid free-slip walls give more satisfac-
tory results, although they are somewhat unrealistic physic-
ally, as are the continuative walls. Further refinement of
the boundary conditions is expected to have little influence
on the solutions.
5.2.2 Turbulent, Buoyant Line-Vortex Results
The results of the plume simulations in the plume domi-
nated regime (see Fig. 5.1.1) are discussed here. To obtain
these results, the ambient turbulence level should be less
than one-tenth of the plume turbulence, so that the ambient
turbulence will have only a small effect on the results. Plume
simulations are compared to the experimental results of
Richards and Tsang. Tsang's results are generally more
accurate since his experimental technique is more sophisti-
cated, but Richards was first to set down the basic similar-
ity arguments.
Similarity and dimensional analyses by Richards and Tsang
have revealed the formula for the plume top height, Z, versus
the plume radius, R, and the formula for Z versus time, T.
The concept of a virtual origin of Z and T simplifies the
results in their analyses. Briefly, the virtual origin
(T,, Z) is the limit where the plume radius vanishes, much
as if the plume had emanated from a single point at time T.
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This is shown in Fig. 5.2.2.1, where the two formulas are
quoted. Two universal constants, N and C, are found in
the formulas. Tsang found that N = 3.0 and C = 1.9 provided
a very good fit to dense salt water line thermals released in
a tank of still, fresh water. The flow inside the line ther-
mals is turbulent.
Tsang's results are simulated with the computer and
presented in Fig. 5.2.2.2. Essentially, the virtual origin
(T*, Z,) is free to be chosen to provide the best agreement
between experimental and calculational results. The plume
center height (not top height) is to be compared--the formula
quoted in the figure is readily derived from the formulas in
Fig. 5.2.2.1. The calculated values are represented by the
points, and the experimental results
(with an optimal T and Z) are represented by the solid line.
Since ambient atmospheric turbulence is not important, the
comparison serves to test the turbulence model by making sure
that it can reproduce the self-similar plume development.
The results are acceptably accurate through several hundred
seconds of development. The calculated plume is found to
rise a little too fast, so that a more "diffusive" turbulence
model would be more accurate. The VARR turbulence constants,
a, , and Fl, were varied in an effort to accomplish this.
The dissipation constant, a, was decreased tenfold to allow
-110-
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the turbulence to persist with less dissipation. The turbu-
lent transport constants, r and r 1, were increased tenfold
to enhance turbulent diffusion. Alone or in any combination
these variations produced little more than a 20 ft decrease
of plume rise at 200 sec. Thus, these line-thermal results
are largely independent of the model constants. The only
term not associated with these constants (see Eq. 3.43) is
the production term. It is suggested here that the production
term is probably too small because it neglects buoyant pro-
duction in favor of mechanical production alone. This hypo-
thesis was not tested further in this work, however.
5.2.3 Brunt-Vaisala Period of a Turbulent, Buoyant Parcel
As a test of the hydrodynamic model, the Brunt-Vaisala
period of a buoyant parcel in a stably stratified atmosphere
is calculated. Briefly, the Brunt-Vaisala period is the per-
iod of the oscillation of a parcel of fluid that is perturbed
from its equilibrium level in a stably stratified fluid. A
consideration of the restoring force on the parcel yields
the formula69
Brunt-Vaisala period = 2[r sec] (5.4)
s (if az
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For typical atmospheric values of T and d/dz, the period is
hundreds of seconds. Computer simulation to hundreds of
seconds is too costly, so the stratification, d/dz, is in-
creased to 0.1 F/ft--about a twentyfold increase over typical
atmospheric values--which decreases the predicted period to
81 sec and allows much more inexpensive simulations.
The entire computer mesh, 103 ft by 103 ft, was initial-
ized to this stable stratification, and a warm parcel was
placed at an elevation of 300 ft. The results of two differ-
ent runs are shown in Fig. 5.2.3.1. In a first run, the par-
cel had a small buoyancy parameter:
F gQh 3 3 2
-=cTU = -4.6 x 10 ft3/secU- s CpTsU
which resulted in the lower curve. The curve exhibits a Brunt-
Vaisala period of 92 seconds, and a fair amount of "jitter-
iness"--which is not surprising since the total parcel motion
is much less than one cell spacing, so that the motion is not
very well resolved on the mesh. In a second run, the parcel
had a larger buoyancy parameter:
= 
4
.6 x 104 ft3/sec
which resulted in the upper curve. The curve exhibits a
Brunt-Vaisala period of 102 seconds, and a much smoother


























































Fig. 5.2.3.1 Demonstration of the 13runt-Vaisala period.
Parameters for these runs are discussed in the text.
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the motion is better resolved on the mesh in this run.
Overall the agreement between calculated and observed
values is good, considering that the classic Brunt-Vaisala
problem allows no turbulent mixing, while the simulations in
this work allow it. Generally, the action of turbulent mixing
is to rapidly diffuse the temperature field and to slow the
period of oscillation.
For comparison to these results, the parcel motion in a
neutral atmosphere for the stronger (F/U = 4.6 x 104 ft3 /sec 2)
run has been included in Fig. 5.2.3.1. The stratification
thus has a very strong effect on the motion.
5.3 Comparisons to Field Studies
5.3.1 Pasquill Dispersion and Briggs Plume Rise in
Neutral Atmospheres
A comparison of plume simulation and experiments both in
the plume and atmospheric dominated regimes (see Fig. 5.1.1)
are discussed here for neutral atmospheres. To obtain these
results, the ambient atmospheric turbulence is estimated from
the discussion in Chapter Four. The plume simulations are
started in the plume dominated regime and the simulations are
run out to times where the plume excess temperature is very
small, and the plumes are followed with the pollutant species
concentration. The atmospheres in this section all have dry
-116-
adiabatic lapse rates of temperature.
A comparison to Briggs' 70 plume rise for neutral atmos-
pheres is made in Fig. 5.3.1.1. Briggs' work found that the
plume rise and downwind distance, when nondimensionalized with
a length L,
F gQh
L - = T 3 ft4/ 3 (5.5)
cpP U 3
ps s
yields a 2/3 power law relation between the plotted values for
a wealth of field data. To interpret the data from the sim-
ulations, the plume rise is taken as the plume center height
minus the virtual origin height (i.e., the rise from the vir-
tual origin), and the downwind distance is then the product
of the downwind velocity and the elapsed time from the virtual
origin (see Fig. 5.2.2.1). For the run in Fig. 5.3.1.1, the
distance, L, for a 100OMWt release in a 30 mph wind is 11.3 ft
when calculated with Eq. 5.5. The agreement is generally
good between calculation and experiment; the errors of est-
imation of Z, and T, and the undertainty in the ambient tur-
bulence level all contribute to the discrepancy. Also, the
data point at X/L = 78 is taken from the initialized plume
cross section at time t = 0 which is not a physically accurate
picture of the plume. The good agreement between calculation
and experiment at this point is felt to be simply a cancel-























A comparison to Pasquill's plume dispersion in neutral
atmospheres (exactly the Pasquill D class) is made in Fig.
5.3.1.2. The Pasquill dispersion curves are taken from
Turner's workbook 1, whose values are corrected from older
sources of dispersion data. The calculated plume dispersion
is taken from plume cross section printouts at four different
times during the simulations. The calculated plume dispersion
follows the Class D dispersion fairly well, but with a trend
toward overpredicting the dispersion at points closer than
the point 1/2 km downwind. This overprediction is again
related to the finite plume size at time t = 0 in the initial-
ization scheme. This error affects the earlier solution
greatly, but has a decreasing effect on the solution at longer
times. The error bars in the figure represent the error
associated with increasing or decreasing the plume cross sec-
tional area by one mesh cell. This gives a rough notion of
the errors expected when the mesh cells are interpreted as
being either entirely inside or outside of the plume. Note
that these one-cell error bars decrease as the total number of
cells in the plume increases with downwind distance. The
trend to underpredict the dispersion at large distances
reflects probable errors in the estimation of the ambient
turbulence. Also note that since the turbulence is assumed
to be isotropic, the calculated horizontal and vertical
-119-
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Fig. 5.3.1.2 Turner's7 lHorizontal Dispersion versus
Distance Downwind Compared to a Computer Simulation





















dispersion will not differ greatly; therefore, Pasquill dis-
persion cases that have significantly different a 's, andy
ai's (e.g., extreme stability) will be difficult for this
z
model to duplicate.
5.3.2 LAPPES SO2 Dispersion Studies
A number of comparisons to a well-studied plume from
the LAPPES field experiments are made in this section. The
plume emanating from stack No. 1 of the Keystone coal-fired
generating station at about 8 a.m. on October 20, 1967 is
modeled with a computer simulation. Information about the
ambient weather and plant operating characteristics are pro-
vided in the LAPPES study. Experimental helicopter SO2
plume cross sections and S02 bubbler data are available for
comparison.
The computer simulation is initialized in Fig. 5.3.2.1
in the following way: The stack is releasing heat at
628.6 x 10 cal/sec. Half of this is to be arbitrarily put
into three mesh cells that are 164 ft (50 m) high and 492 ft
(150 m) wide. The other half of the heat resides in the
mirror image of these cells. Using a Briggs plume rise cor-
relation for the rise induced by the initial momentum of the
effluent (20 m/sec exit velocity) yields a rise of about
100 ft. The three cells are then to be centered at the
121..
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stack height (800 ft) plus the momentum rise height (100 ft),
or 900 ft. If the cells are all 164 ft high, then the center
of cell (2,7) is at 902 ft--thus cells (2,6), (2,7), and
(2,8), are to be initialized with half of the heat release.
Checking the prevailing winds for cells (2,6), 2,7), and
(2,8) finds that they sweep out 7.3 million cubic feet in one
second. Releasing 14.3 x 106 cal into 7.3 x 106 ft3 gives
a temperature rise of 0.47°F, and this is added to the ambient
air temperature in these cells in Fig. 5.3.2.1, which shows
the computer initialization in the vicinity of the plume
cells. This whole initialization process is admittedly
crude, particularly in the treatment of momentum, but it gives
very satisfactory answers.
The experimental results for this plume are found in
Figs. 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3. The former figure shows the pre-
vailing wind speed, direction and potential temperature. The
weather was clear on that morning, and a sizeable low-level
inversion had formed during the night to about 250 m depth.
The flow above 250 m was essentially neutrally stratified and
flowed from the west. The turning of the wind with height
is ignored in the computer simulation, but the wind speed
and potential temperature values are input directly onto the
computer mesh. The ambient humidity was fairly low due to
a wide subsidence inversion over most of the computer mesh,
-123-
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so humidity is neglected in this simulation. Turbulence
values are calculated for a neutral atmosphere from Blackad-
S9
ar, and the turbulence in the inversion layer is supp-
ressed by a factor of 100 in the absence of any better infor-
mation about the turbulence in the stably stratified region.
The eddy viscosity is of the order of 100 ft2/sec in the
neutral region, and about 1 ft2/sec in the stable region.
The helicopter plume cross section at 4.8 km downwind is
drawn in Fig. 5.3.2.3 as the jagged outline. The outline con-
nects the measured SO2 horizontal traverses, and represents
essentially a 1 percent boundary of SO2. A mass balance of
SO2 in the plume cross section finds only 55 percent of the
SO2 that was emitted at the stack. It is suggested that much
of the remaining 45 percent of the SO 2 could be found below
200 m, since the helicopters flew no lower than this (for
safety) yet were still finding SO2 at this level. The comp-
uter simulation at 600 sec is superposed on the experimental
plume outline. Again, the computer trace represents about
a 1 percent boundary of SO2. Except for the two large "wings"
of SO2, the agreement is fairly good. The "wings" are likely
produced by low frequency horizontal turbulent eddies generated
in the region of the turning of the wind--but since the tur-
bulence on the computer is assumed to be isotropic, this can-
not be corrected in these runs in any simple way.
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To put the computer and experimental results into per-
spective, a handbook calculation of the plume S 2 is under-
taken here. The trouble with the anlaysis of the plume of
October 20 is to decide whether the stable or neutral condi-
tions have the greatest effect on the behavior, since only
one stratification can be used in handbook estimates. The
plume rise and dispersion in an F class (stable inversion)
is presented in Fig. 5.3.2.4. Note that the plume rise fits
the data well, but the dispersion is too small (the disper-
sion is the 3a, or 1 percent level value). The plume rise
and dispersion in a D class (neutral layer) is presented in
Fig. 5.3.2.5. Note that the plume rise is too large, while
the dispersion is fairly close to the actual, but is also not
able to reproduce the "wings" of S 2. It is seen that either
single choice of stability does not agree as well as the
computer simulation (which was able to follow the plume
through both regions of stability). This generality in the
computer simulations appears to be a major source of improve-
ment over the handbook estimates.
The comparison of experimental and computational
plume cross sections is continued in Fig. 5.3.2.6 for the
plume at 10.0 km. The helicopter results have the jagged
outline in Fig. 5.3.2.6. A mass balance of SO2 yields only














































































































































results into question. The computer simulation is super-
posed, but not much emphasis should be placed on the com-
parison since the helicopter results appear to be inaccurate
on the basis of the low mass balance.
Two other tests of the model with the October 20 plume
are found in Figs. 5.3.2.7 and 5.3.2.8. Four S02 bubblers
were placed on a small hill at 65 m elevation above the stack
base, at 6.5 km downwind. The bubbler 1/2 hour averages
were all averaged together to yield a 12 pphm ground-level
SO2 concentration. The central region of the simulated
plume cross section is copied in Fig. 5.3.2.7. Each S02
concentration represents the value in a single computer mesh
cell. The dashed line is drawn through the plume at the 65 m
elevation, where the 12 pphm experimental value compares very
well with the predicted values inside the plume
The entire simulation was carried to 12 km downwind.
The maximum ground level SO2 concentration is plotted at 2 km
intervals in Fig. 5.3.2.8. Even at 12 km the S02 has not
yet reached a maximum. However, the maximum S02 in the plume
(calculated at 12 km) is 33 pphm, while the ground level is
already 17 pphm--so the maximum calculated value will have to
be between 17 and 33 pphm. A handbook estimate of the maxi-
mum ground level concentration (taken from Eq. 3.146 of


































Fig. 5.3.2.7 Comparison of the computer simulation of
the 20 Oct 67 Keystone #1 plume cross section with the
half-hour average SO2 concentration at 65 m. The values
in the boxes are the mesh cell [SO 2] in pphm predicted
by the code at 6.5 km downwind. An average [SO 2] of
12 pphm was recorded in four SO2 bubblers at 65 m
elevation and 6.5 km downwind. The dashed line at 65 m
represents the bubbler elevation on the computer mesh.
65 m 










































stability (which is roughly an upper bound for this value) and
22 pphm at 90 km downwind in stable E-class stability (which
is roughly a lower bound for this value). The calculated
value must therefore fall somewhere between these handbook
estimates which lends credence to the results, even though
the actual maximum ground level S02 value was not calculated.
5.4 Results of Model Extension
5.4.1 Fumigation Episode
A computer simulation that approximates a fumigation
episode is presented in this section. No particular episode
is intended to be represented by this run, but several of the
general features of a fumigation episode near a shoreline
73
site in the Great Lakes area are included. These episodes
are commonly characterized by a wind off of a large cool
lake on a sunny spring day. The air that has traveled over
the lake has developed a deep stable layer because of sen-
sible heat exchange with the cool lake water. As this deep
stable layer streams inland, the strong solar heating at
the gound causes a deepening unstable thermal boundary layer
to develop. This layer is characterized by strong mixing as
vigorous turbulent thermal convection sets in. Plumes re-
leased in the stable air exhibit small plume rise and
dispersion until they encounter the growing boundary layer
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from below. Quite rapidly they have their pollutants spread
to the ground, in a sense "fumigating" a relatively small
area with high pollutant concentration.
A rough calculation was performed to demonstrate this.
The plume in a stable inversion from Sec. 5.3.2 was released
over a deepening turbulent layer coming up from the ground.
The situation is shown in Fig. 5.4.1.1. At 0, 20, 50, 100,
and 200 seconds the turbulent layer (eddy viscosity =
1000 ft2/sec) is deepened by an increment of 100 meters--this
is represented by the staircase in Fig. 5.4.1. The plume
that is released at 0 km is about half engulfed in the tur-
bulent layer at 1 km, and almost entirely engulfed at 2 km.
The strong turbulent mixing has produced ground level con-
centrations a factor of 4 and 8 times higher at these sta-
tions than the results of Sec. 5.3.2. This agrees qualita-
tively with actual fumigation episode results, and serves to
demonstrate the ability of the model to extend into these
important cases. A more refined calculation of the boundary
layer, and actual weather and plume data from a shoreline
site would be needed to more carefully test this type of
simulation.
5.4.2 Plumes with Change of Phase
































with change of phase. The available Chalk Point data were
incomplete during this work and could not be used. The bal-
loon data from several mechanical draft towers at the Com-
manche plant74 suffers from a lot of scatter from a variety
of sources, and data were only obtained very close to the
towers, which casts doubt on the ability of the simulations
to handle this case.
From preliminary work with saturated parcels of air on
the computer mesh, the model is found to suffer from oscil-
lations that are due to the explicit nature of the moisture
equilibrium calculation. The oscillations can be brought
under control by reducing the timestep size, but a more fund-
amental solution to this problem is recommended in Sec. 6.2.3.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Model Validation
A widely applicable calculational model of buoyant
bent over plumes has been developed. The advantage of the
model is its ability to treat problems outside the scope of
existing plume models without greatly increasing the re-
sources required for the analyses. The acceptance of the
model, however, must begin with a demonstration of its
ability to reproduce the solutions to problems that are known
to be solvable. This demonstration has proceeded along two
lines in this work--problems in which the plume properties
dominate the flow, and problems in which the atmospheric
turbulent mixing dominates the flow. Some overlap between
these simple regimes occurs, but overall this organization
serves to highlight the causes of the particular successes
and discrepancies in the model validation work.
The results of Sec. 5.2 deal mainly with the plume domi-
nated motions. Generally it is found that very good agree-
ment with laboratory experiments is obtained. In particular,
the buoyant line-vortex motions and the Brunt-Vaisala period
of a buoyant cylinder of fluid are studied, and they compare
very favorably with the predictions. However, the
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unsuccessful attempts to "tune" the turbulence model coeffic-
ients point out the rather limiting assumptions contained in
the present turbulence model, particularly with regard to
buoyant production of TKE. To the model's credit, it has
been noted 75 that wall-free turbulent flows are the most
difficult to "tune," and that the model does a credible job
in its current form.
The results of Sec. 5.3 deal mainly with the atmospheric
dominated motions. There is a large amount of overlap into
the plume-dominated motions in the Briggs plume rise and
Pasquill dispersion results, but these cases both represent
experiments that were actually performed in the atmosphere,
and they exhibit a fair amount of scatter in their data be-
cause of this. Again, the agreement between calculation and
experiment is good. The results of the LAPPES individual
plume study provides the best indication of where the calcul-
ational model is expected to benefit the modelers of plumes.
In the limited number of calculations contained in that sec-
tion, it is found that the calculational model agrees with
the experimental results more closely than the current hand-
book estimates simply because it has made a more fundamental
calculation, taking into account the actual micrometeorolo-
gical profiles. Furthermore, the model provides a relatively
accurate starting point for the detailed description of other
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important processes in a plume: chemical reactions, visi-
bility, radiation dose rates, etc.
6.2 Recommendations
6.2.1 Calculational Scheme to Include Wind Shear Effects
A brief overview of a plausible calculational scheme
that would address one of the important effects of wind shear
on the plume dynamics is discussed here. The effect is that
of the dilution of the plume properties as the plume rises
into progressively stronger winds. The process is sketched
in Fig. 6.2.1.1, and is well-known to plume modelers. A
constant release of pollutant (illustrated in Fig. 6.2.1.1),
momentum, sensible heat, moisture, etc., diluted into air
that moves with a velocity u(Zo) will have a density propor-
tional to the inverse of the velocity. A plume property that
is released into a stronger wind, u(Z), will be correspond-
ingly more dilute. This effect is important in buoyant
plumes when the plume updrafts and downdrafts in the presence
of a wind shear cause parcels of the plume to change their
downwind advection rate. Clearly, the problem is fully
three-dimensional (though it can be in steady state), but a
very restrictive assumption may afford a useful recasting of
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Consider the advection and turbulent diffusion of a
pollutant in three dimensions (the results extend directly
to momentum, sensible heat, etc.):
ax + u + v + aX = Y CPX (6.1)
at ax ay z 7X
Assuming that the system is in steady state, we have
u a + v + w a = a x (6.2)ax ay Z X
In the presence of a steady uniform wind field, u, the first
term is commonly interpreted as the time-rate-of-change for
an observer moving with the wind, and is written as t '
0
where uoto = x. This contains the important assumption that
the plume always has the downwind velocity u--implying in-
finite accelerations at the stack exit, to be sure. In a
strong wind field the downwind diffusion is commonly neglected
with respect to the downwind advection, so the gradient
operator has only y and z derivatives. If the wind field is
allowed to have shears, then the first term may be
represented as
u(z) -_X u(z) (uU(z) x (6.3)
ax u(z ) o ax u(z0) at0
where u has been arbitrarily chosen to be u(zo . This
interpretation allows the equation to be formulated as
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u (z o ) u (.Zol 2
a- + u(z ay + (z x ) (6. 4)
This equation holds the assumption that any parcel of air in
the plume, when advected into a region of stronger wind,
immediately takes on the local wind velocity and is corres-
pondingly diluted. Note that it also causes parcels that
are decelerated to concentrate their properties, which is
physically unrealistic, but hopefully is not too serious an
error since plume rise and updrafts are almost always stronger
than downdrafts. The important feature that this scheme hopes
to address is the dilution Cusually by about 10 to 50 percent)
of plume buoyancy, momentum, and moisture, which affect the
plume dynamics. The procedure could be extended to every
transport equation in the equation set--only the effect on
the divergence condition in the fluid mechanics algorithm
has not been studied. Its satisfaction would still be re-
quired as a constraint on the solution.
6.2.2 Calculational Scheme for Time-Dependent Release or
Weather
The simulation of "mildly" time-dependent plumes can be
made with the model. Essentially, the governing assumption
here is that the prevailing weather or effluent properties
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will advect downwind, and never affect the flow that precedes
or follows it. The situation is developed in Fig. 6.2.2.1,
where a stack is assumed to have a set of exit properties, ,
that are piecewise-constant in time over periods of 100 sec.
To reconstruct the behavior, an initial simulation with the
properties at time to, (to ) is made to 300 sec. The plume
properties changed at time t to 100 sec, so a second simula-
tion is made with properties QCto + 100) to 200 sec. Again
the plume properties changed at time t + 200 sec, so a third
simulation is made with properties Q(to + 200) to 100 sec.
The actual plume is then "cut and pasted" from the pertinent
data in the simulations as shown at the bottom of the figure.
The calculation is somewhat wasteful, since 600 sec of simu-
lation produces only 300 sec of results--but the scheme surely
saves time and storage over a fully three-dimensional calcu-
lation. Eventually, for sufficiently "strong" time-dependence
the scheme becomes too laborious with respect to a three-
dimensional calculation.
6.2.3 Cloud Microphysics Model
The limited success of the equilibrium moisture thermo-
dynamics model is due to its explicit differencing. In short,
the model is ignorant of the latent heat released in a current
timestep, and it adjusts the equilibrium conditions without
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simulation with plume properties at time t
I I













Fig. 6.2.2.1 Simulation of a Time-Dependent Plume in
Steady-State Weather. Scheme is discussed in the text.
00







this knowledge. The resultant oscillations in the equilib-
rium conditions are not surprising, nor is the ability to
control them with very small timesteps. If the calculation
was made implicit--essentially iterating on the coupled latent
heat release equation and Magnus' formula for liquid-vapor
equilibrium--the timesteps could be relaxed back to their
original size.
The prospect of incorporating a non-equilibrium moisture
model is not investigated in this work. The limitations of
the equilibrium model have not been sufficiently explored
to justify the change at this point.
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NOMENCLATURE
A initial line-vortex area (ft2 )0
C experimental constant, 1.9
Cp heat capacity at constant pressure (BTU/lbm °R)
cm oist heat capacity of moist air at constant pressure
P (BTU/lb °R)
m
DT timestep size (sec)
DY cell width (ft)
DZ cell height (ft)
esat (T) saturation vapor pressure of water (mb)
E(i) energy of the ith decay channel from pollutant
X species X (MeV)
F (i) fractional energy deposition for ith radioactive
X decay channel from pollutant species X)
g acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec 2 )
gi vector acceleration due to gravity (ft/sec2)
I specific internal energy (BTU/lbm)
k thermal conductivity (BTU/ft-sec-°R)
L buoyancy parameter (ft)
Leddy eddy length scale (ft)
Lvap latent heat of vaporization of water (BTU/lbm )
N experimental constant, 3.0
p physically measurable pressure (millibars)
P pressure perturbation about an adiabatic
reference state (mb)


































time average pressure perturbation (mb)
fluctuating pressure perturbation (mb)
Prandtl number
turbulence kinetic energy per unit lb (ft2/sec2)
prescribed turbulence kinetic energy profile
(ft2 /sec2 )
heat (BTU)
heat emitted at stack exit (BTU/sec)
plume radius as a function of time (ft)
gas constant for dry air (ft3 mb/lbm°R)
gas constant for water vapor (ft3mb/lb °R)
Schmidt number for liquid water
Schmidt number for water vapor
time (seconds)
x/uO (sec)
time coordinate of virtual origin (sec)
physically measurable temperature (R)
temperature perturbation about an adiabatic
reference state (R)
temperature in a quiet adiabatic atmosphere (R)
temperature of stack effluent (R)
virtual temperature (R)
virtual temperature in a quiet adiabatic
atmosphere (OR)
downwind velocity (ft/sec)
windspeed, constant with height (ft/sec)




ui.Uj time average velocity (ft/sec)
ui',uj' fluctuating velocity (ft/sec)
Reynolds stress tensor (ft2/sec2 )
correlation of fluctuating velocity and temperature
Ui 
, ' 'uk, triple correlation of fluctuating velocity (ft3/sec3)
v crosswind velocity (ft/sec)
Vg geostrophic wind (ft/sec)
w vertical velocity (ft/sec)
W ol molecular weight of the pollutant species
(lbm/lbm-mole)
X downwind distance (ft)
Xi jX j cartesian coordinate (ft)
y crosswind distance (ft)
z height (ft)
*, height coordinate of virtual origin (ft)
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a, a1 turbulence constants
YL reciprocal turbulent Schmidt number for liquid
water
YT reciprocal turbulent Prandtl number for heat
YV reciprocal turbulent Schmidt number for water
vapor
YX reciprocal turbulent Schmidt number for pollutant
r turbulence constant
r 1 turbulence constant
rd dry adiabatic lapse rate (R/ft)
Eh eddy diffusivity of heat (ft2/sec)
Em eddy diffusivity of momentum (ft2/sec)
eddy diffusivity of pollutant (ft2/sec)
e potential temperature (R)
potential temperature perturbation about an
adiabatic reference state (R)
8e potential temperature in a quiet adiabatic atmo-
sphere (R)
time average potential temperature (R)
8' fluctuating potential temperature (R)
8v virtual potential temperature (R)
8 vo virtual potential temperature in a quiet adiabatic
atmosphere (R)
8v time average virtual potential temperature (OR)
ev fluctuating virtual potential temperature (R)
(i) decay constant for ith radioactive decay channel













a, a (y, z, t)
library(z)
X
dynamic viscosity (lbm/sec. ft)
kinematic viscosity (ft2/sec)
density of dry air (lbm/ft3)
liquid water density (lbm/ft 3)
time average liquid water density (bm/ft 3)
fluctuating liquid water density (lbm/ft3)
density of stack effluent (lbm/ft3)
saturation water vapor density (lbm/ft 3)
water vapor density (lbm/ft3)
time average water vapor density (lbm/ft 3)
fluctuating water vapor density (lbm/ft3)
eddy viscosity (same as m) (ft2/sec)
prescribed eddy viscosity profile (ft2/sec)
pollutant density (lbm/ft3)
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Phase Diagram for Water Substance
Logic Diagram for the Equilibrium
Moisture Calculation in a Single
Cell during a Single Timestep
Bent-Over Buoyant Plume with Am-
bient Thermal Stratification
Mesh Alignment Appropriate for
a Line Source Release
Mesh Alignment Appropriate for
a Point Source Release
Reconstruction of the Three-di-
mensional Plume. Wind vectors
as a function of height are
shown.




Mesh Coarsening Procedure Steps
Data Reported by the Plume Sta-
tistics Package
The Concept of Layers in the
Planetary Boundary Layer.
Comparison of Eddy Viscosity Pre-
scriptions
Plume Regimes
Key to Cellwise Quantities for Figs.
5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.1.4, 5.2.1.6,
and 5.3.2.1.
Initialized Plume Cross Section at
0 sec.








































Plume Cross Section at 80 sec.
Turbulence Kinetic Energy Profile
at 80 sec.
Plume Cross Section at 200 sec.
Initialized Plume Cross Section
with Internal Circulation
Plume Comparison at 40 sec of
simulation showing the small
effect of an initial circulation
on the plume development.
Plume development in a moderately
turbulent atmosphere
Plume development in a very tur-
bulent atmosphere
Geometry for plume analyses
Comparison of Computational and
Experimental Results for Plume
Rise versus Elapsed Time for
Buoyant Line-Thermals
Demonstration of the Brunt-
Vaisala period
Briggs' 70 Comparison of Plume
Rise in Neutral Atmospheres
Compared with a Computer Simula-
tion of a 1000 MWt Release in a
30 mph Wind.
Turner's71 Horizontal Dispersion
versus Distance Downwind Com-
pared to a Computer Simulation
of a 1000 MWt Release in a 30
mph Wind.
Initialized Plume Cross Section
for the Keystone No. 1 Stack on
20 October 1967.























Comparison of Computational and
Helicopter Results at 4.8 km
Downwind
Comparison of Handbook Calcula-
tions and Helicopter Results at
4.8 km Downwind
Comparison of Handbook Calcula-
tions and Helicopter Results at
4.8 km Downwind.
Comparison of computational and
experimental results at 10.0 km
downwind for the 20 October '67
Keystone #1 plume.
Comparison of the computer simu-
lation of the 20 Oct 67 Keystone
#1 plume cross section with the
half-hour average SO 2 concentra-





Maximum ground-level SO concen-
trations predicted in te compu-
ter simulation of the 20 Oct 67
Keystone #1 plume
Fumigation Episode at a Shore-
line Site
Dilution of a Steady Release of
Pollutant
Simulation of a Time-Dependent
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